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Abstract
We abstract the core logical functions from applications that require ultra-low-latency wireless communi-
cations to provide a novel definition for reliability. Real-time applications such as intelligent transportation,
remote surgery, and industrial automation involve a significant element of control and decision making. Such
systems involve three logical components: observers (e.g. sensors) measuring the state of an environment or
dynamical system, a centralized executive (e.g. controller) deciding on the state, and agents (e.g. actuators) that
implement the executives decisions. The executive harvests the observers’ measurements and decides on the
short-term trajectory of the system by instructing its agents to take appropriate actions. All observation packets
(typically uplink) and action packets (typically downlink) must be delivered by hard deadlines to ensure the proper
functioning of the controlled system. In-full on-time delivery cannot be guaranteed in wireless systems due to
inherent uncertainties in the channel such as fading and unpredictable interference; accordingly, the executive
will have to drop some packets. We develop a novel framework to formulate the Observer Selection Problem
(OSP) through which the executive schedules a sequence of observations that maximize its knowledge about
the current state of the system. To solve this problem efficiently yet optimally, we devise a branch-and-bound
algorithm that systematically prunes the search space. Our work is different from existing work on real-time
communications in that communication reliability is not conveyed by packet loss or error rate, but rather by the
extent of the executive’s knowledge about the state of the system it controls.
Index Terms
Ultra-reliability, low-latency, infrastructure wireless networks, hard deadlines, decision making, sensor schedul-
ing, sensor selection, branch-and-bound, IoT, 5G, URLLC, mMTC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emerging applications that require ultra low latency and high reliability and availability, e.g. au-
tonomous driving, telemedicine and augmented reality [1], are historically rooted in closed-loop process
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2control and automation. Industrial control networks, also known as networked control systems, are
control systems where the control loops are closed through a communication network [2], [3]. These
systems comprise of sensors, actuators and a centralized programmable logic controller (PLC) that are
interconnected by a wired network (known as fieldbus) and interact as follows. The sensors measure the
state of an underlying plant or process and feed their measurements to the PLC. The PLC computes the
difference between the measured process variables and a desired setpoint, computes corrective actions,
and sends those to the actuators [4]. The actuators receive the actions and apply them, fulfilling the
PLCs control objective. To guarantee synchronized behavior, all action packets must be delivered by a
hard deadline [5], which further induces an implicit deadline on delivering measurement packets.
The feedback loop linking sensors and actuators to the PLC is a template for a generic control
or multistage decision process consisting of 3 key components: observers, agents, and a centralized
executive. On a cycle-by-cycle basis, the observers measure the state of an underlying dynamical system
or environment and feed their observations to a centralized executive. The executive processes the
observations and decides on the short-term trajectory of the system by issuing a set of actions to its
agents who interact directly with the system. In autonomous driving, a centralized motion planner can
coordinate the motion of a fleet of vehicles by collecting their GPS and gyroscope readings and then
controlling their throttles and brakes [6]–[8]. In telemedicine, a personal wellness system continuously
monitors a patient’s vital signs through a set of wearables for instant intervention and care provision
[9], [10].
Wires are impossible to deploy in many of these emerging applications due to their distributed
nature. The executive is typically a software application that runs on a mobile device, a server, or in the
cloud; it integrates information from fragmented, possibly geographically-separated data sources [11].
The observers, agents, and centralized executive are not only logically distinct, but also physically
distant entities that can only communicate wirelessly [12]. Cutting the wires, however, introduces
new challenges due to inherent uncertainties in wireless channels such as fading and unpredictable
interference; consequently, the reliable and timely delivery of measurement and control packets can no
longer be guaranteed.
The knowledge of the state of the system is the bedrock of the fulfillment of the executive’s control
policy, but wireless communications compromise this knowledge. Based on the current state of the
system, the executive transitions to a desired state by deciding on appropriate actions to be applied
by its agents. There are, however, two uncertainties that prevent the perfect knowledge of state of the
system: unpredictable interference and channel fading. Observations contaminated with unpredictable
interference can prevent the inference of the true state of the system, and channel fades can prevent
3the exchange of all observation packets by their deadlines. If there is insufficient time to transmit
all observation packets, then only a select few should be transmitted. Accordingly, the executive has
to identify the observations to be scheduled. In this paper, we assume that the executive selects the
observations that maximize its knowledge of the state of the system so that it can instruct its agents to
take commensurate actions to fulfill its policy. Deciding which observations add most to the executive’s
knowledge may appear infeasible without knowledge of the content of these very observations. Given a
model of a system’s dynamics and its initial state, however, Bayesian estimation provides a methodology
to evaluate state estimators from limited observations.
The objective of the paper is to introduce and promote a notion of reliability that evaluates a
communication system in relation to the application that it serves. The applications of interest are
of the decision-making, control-type where a deadline is imposed on the delivery of exchanged packets.
Information to be exchanged is abundant, yet communication resources are scarce, so packet loss will be
rampant. Traditional metrics like packet loss rate and throughput cease to be appropriate as a measure
of reliability because packet loss is inevitable. Hence, a new metric that evaluates the communication
system is warranted. Since a communication system only exists to serve an application, it ought to
be deemed as successful as said application (measured in an application-specific metric). We specify a
common performance metric for real-time decision-making applications: the precision of the executive’s
knowledge about the state of the system it oversees, formalized in the Bayesian framework through the
mean squared error (MSE) of the state estimate. The reason for this choice is that when the executive
has a reliable view of the system, it is able to take justified actions to control the system and implement
its policy. Accordingly, the communication system is as reliable as the executive’s view of the system.
In this paper, we formulate the Observer Selection Problem through which the executive schedules
the set of observations that maximize its belief about the state of the system. We list the contributions
of this paper next.
A. Contributions
The objective of this paper is to formulate and solve the Observer Selection Problem (OSP) by
developing a framework that abstracts away the context around different control and multistage decision
processes. Our contributions are:
• We derive the Kalman filter equations to predict the state of an linear time-invariant (LTI) system at
decision cycle boundaries from scalar observations sampled at different rates. We use an ensemble
of observation models to describe multi-rate observations, and a continuous-time system description
to tie together the observations and estimate the state of the system.
4• We formulate OSP which the executive solves every decision cycle for the optimal observation
sequence. We derive the objective function to be minimized, representing the MSE of the state
estimate at decision cycle boundaries. We show that the MSE is an iterated function. We further
define a latency and dependency constraint to ensure that the observations are collected by a hard
deadline.
• We design a branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm to solve OSP. The algorithm uses a subset forest
to systematically iterate over observation sequences by pruning a forest tree once it encounters a
non-schedulable sequence.
B. Related Work
Our work lies at the intersection of three research areas: estimation in networked control systems,
sensor selection, deadline-constrained scheduling, and is related to age of information and resource
allocation in 5G Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communications (URLLC). For every research area, we
define the central problem, frame the novelty of our work within related work, and highlight the key
points of difference.
a) Estimation in networked control systems: Research in this area solves control and estimation
problems where sensor measurements and actuator controls are sent over lossy networks rife with packet
delays and dropouts [13], [14]. Our work is different than existing research in four ways. First, existing
work analyzes the estimation MSE of a Kalman filter when measurement packets are randomly dropped
in the network [15], [16], but our work considers the problem of selecting the set of observations that
minimize MSE; accordingly, some observations are deliberately dropped. Second, prior work assumes
a uniform rate at which the system’s state is updated, inputs refreshed, outputs sampled, and estimate
updated, but we assume that the outputs are sampled at different rates, leading to an ensemble of
observation models with distinct time references. While there is an existing niche in multi-sensor multi-
rate estimation [17], work therein resolves sampling rate incoherence and simplifies analysis by assuming
that sampling rates are integer multiples of the state update rate [18]–[21]. Third, prior work uses a
continuous-time state description to bridge multi-rate observations in a distributed context, but we
use this description in a centralized context. Most related to our work, [22] considers a distributed
estimation problem and proposes a rule for synchronizing local estimates produced by noncoherent
sensors at a fusion center. Unlike prior work, we propose a rule for synchronizing local observations at
the (centralized) executive. Fourth, previous work in multi-rate estimation propose rules for updating the
state estimate from out-of-order measurements (including the so-called mixed-time filters) [23]–[25],
but we update the estimate from ordered measurements.
5b) Sensor selection: The sensor selection problem is defined as selecting a subset of available sensors
to optimize a utility function, such as localization accuracy, while constraining the number of activated
sensors, their sum energy consumption, or their distance to a centralized executive [26]–[28]. Most
related to our work, [29], [30], tackle a Kalman filtering problem with partial observations. The two
papers study the problem of sensor selection to minimize the MSE regularized with a function that
rewards balanced performance of individual sensors under a cardinality constraint. Our work is different
in two main aspects. First, [29], [30] constrain the number of active sensors, which is a surrogate for
constraining the total bandwidth required to transmit the sensor observations. Our work, however, sets
a hard deadline for delivering the observations. Second, [29], [30] applies the standard Kalman filter
formulation, whereas we apply a multirate formulation that is specifically tailored to the activation
model.
c) Deadline-constrained scheduling: The deadline-constrained scheduling problem is defined as fol-
lows. A scheduler is presented with a combination of periodic and sporadic tasks and their interarrival
times, execution times and deadlines, and its objective is to determine a time schedule for task execution
so that no deadline miss occurs [31], [32]. The main difference between this paper and the scheduling
literature is as follows. In the scheduling problem, the scheduler knows the tasks it needs to schedule.
In our problem, however, the scheduler selects an optimal set of tasks and proceeds to serve them
on a first-come first-serve (FCFS) basis; tasks in our paper are identified with packet transmissions.
Prior work on scheduling deadline-constrained periodically-generated packets over wireless networks
determines optimal schedules based on different criteria. For example, [33] minimizes the energy
consumption of transmitting packets, [34] maximizes network throughput, and [35] maximizes the
aggregated information. Our work, however, selects optimal tasks by minimizing the estimation MSE,
a non-standard measure of service quality of a network.
d) Age of Information: Introduced in [36], [37], the age of information (AoI) measures the freshness
of real-time status updates of an evolving system or process. It is defined as the difference between the
current time and the timestamp of the latest status update. This area is similar to our work in the setup.
An observer measures and timestamps a state of interest (e.g. velocity, acceleration) and transmits it
to the “agency that monitors the system” (executive) whose goal is to predict and control the system.
Work on AoI, however, is vastly different from this work in that it uses the classical queueing theoretic
framework to define the AoI metric. The central problem in work on AoI is to analyze and optimize
(minimize) AoI for queueing systems with different arrival and departure process, service times, buffer
capacities, number of servers, and service disciplines. On the contrary, we do not use the queueing
6framework but build our own instead. Also, the problem that we address is minimizing the MSE of the
state by selecting the optimal observation sequence. While recent work on AoI [38], [39] has introduced
the notion of packet deadlines, the definition is quite different than ours. A deadline in this paper is an
absolute time by which a packet needs to be delivered. A deadline according to [38], [39] is a timer
per which a packet is dropped when it times out.
e) Resource allocation in URLLC: Our work is fundamentally different from existing work on
resource allocation for low-latency communication services, such as 5G’s URLLC, in the following way.
We regard URLLC as catering to mission-critical applications that adhere to the structure of control and
multistage decision processes. Recent work on URLLC studies resource allocation for downlink URLLC
traffic [40], [41], for uplink and downlink [42], and for URLLC and enhanced Mobile Broadband
(eMBB) traffic [43], [44]. More recent work [45], [46] has demonstrated that communications and
control systems can be co-designed to reduce user-experienced delay in URLLC services. The scheduler
allocates time-frequency resources to meet QoS requirements, e.g. outage probabilities and packet error
rates. In our paper, however, these targets are irrelevant, and they are neither the object of minimization
nor a constraint thereon. At the highest level, an application’s success depends on it’s fulfillment of
the executive’s control and decision making objectives. Accordingly, the reliability of the network that
supports the application should not be conveyed by packet loss or error rate, but rather by the executive’s
knowledge about the state of the system that it controls.
C. Organization and Notation
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the observation model is introduced.
In Sec. III, the control system model is introduced, and the corresponding state transition and Kalman
filter equations are derived. In Sec. IV, the Observer Selection Problem (OSP) is formulated. In Sec. V
a solution algorithm is devised. In Sec. VI, key numerical results are presented.
In this paper, tuples are used extensively. The notation s is used to denote a tuple of an arbitrary
length. Subscripts are used to pick out elements of a tuple. For example, s` is the `th element of s,
` ≥ 0. When the length of s is ambiguous, negative subscripts are used to pick out elements in reverse
order. For example, s−` is the `th element from the end of s. As a tuple is also an ordered set, the length
of s is denoted by |s|, and membership is expressed as u ∈ s if u = s` for some `. When the length
of s is ambiguous, it is convenient at times to denote by s|s| the last element of s. The powerset of s,
the set containing all subsequences of s, is P (s). Prepending and appending u to s is denoted by (u, s)
and (s, u). Additionally, the following notation is used. Bold uppercase A denotes, bold lowercase a
denotes a column vector, and non-bold lowercase a and uppercase A denote scalar quantities. Further,
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yN (t)
<latexit sha1_base64="oKzgzdpdzqnwqaTc3H/eHQL0XkM=">AAACKni cbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3wSJUkJIURZdFF7oSFVuFtpTJ9MaOnTyYuVFDyD+41W/wa9wVt36I0zYLaz1w4cy593LPHDcSXKFtD43C3PzC4lJx2VxZXVvfK G1uNVUYSwYNFopQ3rtUgeABNJCjgPtIAvVdAXfu4GzUv3sCqXgY3GISQcenDwH3OKOopWbSvazgfrdUtqv2GNYscXJSJjmuupvGersXstiHAJmgSrUcO8J OSiVyJiAz27GCiLIBfYCWpgH1QXXSsd3M2tNKz/JCqStAa6z+3kipr1Tiu3rSp9hXf3sj8b9eK0bvpJPyIIoRAjY55MXCwtAa/d3qcQkMRaIJZZJrrxbrU 0kZ6oSmrrxMrJpmuweejnb8TP3kuc8RsvTm/DRLa0f2QV6ZTtD5m9csadaqjl11rg/L9dM8yyLZIbukQhxyTOrkglyRBmHkkbySN/JufBifxtD4mowWjHx nm0zB+P4B+FGk9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oKzgzdpdzqnwqaTc3H/eHQL0XkM=">AAACKni cbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3wSJUkJIURZdFF7oSFVuFtpTJ9MaOnTyYuVFDyD+41W/wa9wVt36I0zYLaz1w4cy593LPHDcSXKFtD43C3PzC4lJx2VxZXVvfK G1uNVUYSwYNFopQ3rtUgeABNJCjgPtIAvVdAXfu4GzUv3sCqXgY3GISQcenDwH3OKOopWbSvazgfrdUtqv2GNYscXJSJjmuupvGersXstiHAJmgSrUcO8J OSiVyJiAz27GCiLIBfYCWpgH1QXXSsd3M2tNKz/JCqStAa6z+3kipr1Tiu3rSp9hXf3sj8b9eK0bvpJPyIIoRAjY55MXCwtAa/d3qcQkMRaIJZZJrrxbrU 0kZ6oSmrrxMrJpmuweejnb8TP3kuc8RsvTm/DRLa0f2QV6ZTtD5m9csadaqjl11rg/L9dM8yyLZIbukQhxyTOrkglyRBmHkkbySN/JufBifxtD4mowWjHx nm0zB+P4B+FGk9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oKzgzdpdzqnwqaTc3H/eHQL0XkM=">AAACKni cbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3wSJUkJIURZdFF7oSFVuFtpTJ9MaOnTyYuVFDyD+41W/wa9wVt36I0zYLaz1w4cy593LPHDcSXKFtD43C3PzC4lJx2VxZXVvfK G1uNVUYSwYNFopQ3rtUgeABNJCjgPtIAvVdAXfu4GzUv3sCqXgY3GISQcenDwH3OKOopWbSvazgfrdUtqv2GNYscXJSJjmuupvGersXstiHAJmgSrUcO8J OSiVyJiAz27GCiLIBfYCWpgH1QXXSsd3M2tNKz/JCqStAa6z+3kipr1Tiu3rSp9hXf3sj8b9eK0bvpJPyIIoRAjY55MXCwtAa/d3qcQkMRaIJZZJrrxbrU 0kZ6oSmrrxMrJpmuweejnb8TP3kuc8RsvTm/DRLa0f2QV6ZTtD5m9csadaqjl11rg/L9dM8yyLZIbukQhxyTOrkglyRBmHkkbySN/JufBifxtD4mowWjHx nm0zB+P4B+FGk9Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oKzgzdpdzqnwqaTc3H/eHQL0XkM=">AAACKni cbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3wSJUkJIURZdFF7oSFVuFtpTJ9MaOnTyYuVFDyD+41W/wa9wVt36I0zYLaz1w4cy593LPHDcSXKFtD43C3PzC4lJx2VxZXVvfK G1uNVUYSwYNFopQ3rtUgeABNJCjgPtIAvVdAXfu4GzUv3sCqXgY3GISQcenDwH3OKOopWbSvazgfrdUtqv2GNYscXJSJjmuupvGersXstiHAJmgSrUcO8J OSiVyJiAz27GCiLIBfYCWpgH1QXXSsd3M2tNKz/JCqStAa6z+3kipr1Tiu3rSp9hXf3sj8b9eK0bvpJPyIIoRAjY55MXCwtAa/d3qcQkMRaIJZZJrrxbrU 0kZ6oSmrrxMrJpmuweejnb8TP3kuc8RsvTm/DRLa0f2QV6ZTtD5m9csadaqjl11rg/L9dM8yyLZIbukQhxyTOrkglyRBmHkkbySN/JufBifxtD4mowWjHx nm0zB+P4B+FGk9Q==</latexit>
u1(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="V5GK0ibU908WUtOm2Zx/2mtu3So=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34Nr5aXboJFkFBSlIUXRZd6FLFPqANZTK9sWMnD2Zu1BLyD271G/wad+LWD3GaZmGrBy6cOfde7pnjxYIrtO1PY25+YXFpeWXVXFvf2NwqlbebKkokgwaLRCTbHlUgeAgN5CigHUuggSeg5Q0vxv3WI0jFo/AORzG4Ab0P uc8ZRS01k55zgIe9UsWu2jmsv8QpSIUUuO6Vjc1uP2JJACEyQZXqOHaMbkolciYgM7uJgpiyIb2HjqYhDUC5aW43s/a10rf8SOoK0crV3xspDZQaBZ6eDCgO1GxvLP7X6yTon7kpD+MEIWSTQ34iLIys8d+tPpfAUIw0oUxy7dViAyopQ53Q1JXniVXT7PbB19HmzzQYPQ04QpbeXp5nae3EPioq0wk6s3n9Jc1a1bGrzs1xpX5eZLlCdskeOSAOOSV1ckWuSYMw8kBeyCt5M96ND+PT+JqMzhnFzg6ZgvH9A74FpNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V5GK0ibU908WUtOm2Zx/2mtu3So=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34Nr5aXboJFkFBSlIUXRZd6FLFPqANZTK9sWMnD2Zu1BLyD271G/wad+LWD3GaZmGrBy6cOfde7pnjxYIrtO1PY25+YXFpeWXVXFvf2NwqlbebKkokgwaLRCTbHlUgeAgN5CigHUuggSeg5Q0vxv3WI0jFo/AORzG4Ab0P uc8ZRS01k55zgIe9UsWu2jmsv8QpSIUUuO6Vjc1uP2JJACEyQZXqOHaMbkolciYgM7uJgpiyIb2HjqYhDUC5aW43s/a10rf8SOoK0crV3xspDZQaBZ6eDCgO1GxvLP7X6yTon7kpD+MEIWSTQ34iLIys8d+tPpfAUIw0oUxy7dViAyopQ53Q1JXniVXT7PbB19HmzzQYPQ04QpbeXp5nae3EPioq0wk6s3n9Jc1a1bGrzs1xpX5eZLlCdskeOSAOOSV1ckWuSYMw8kBeyCt5M96ND+PT+JqMzhnFzg6ZgvH9A74FpNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V5GK0ibU908WUtOm2Zx/2mtu3So=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34Nr5aXboJFkFBSlIUXRZd6FLFPqANZTK9sWMnD2Zu1BLyD271G/wad+LWD3GaZmGrBy6cOfde7pnjxYIrtO1PY25+YXFpeWXVXFvf2NwqlbebKkokgwaLRCTbHlUgeAgN5CigHUuggSeg5Q0vxv3WI0jFo/AORzG4Ab0P uc8ZRS01k55zgIe9UsWu2jmsv8QpSIUUuO6Vjc1uP2JJACEyQZXqOHaMbkolciYgM7uJgpiyIb2HjqYhDUC5aW43s/a10rf8SOoK0crV3xspDZQaBZ6eDCgO1GxvLP7X6yTon7kpD+MEIWSTQ34iLIys8d+tPpfAUIw0oUxy7dViAyopQ53Q1JXniVXT7PbB19HmzzQYPQ04QpbeXp5nae3EPioq0wk6s3n9Jc1a1bGrzs1xpX5eZLlCdskeOSAOOSV1ckWuSYMw8kBeyCt5M96ND+PT+JqMzhnFzg6ZgvH9A74FpNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V5GK0ibU908WUtOm2Zx/2mtu3So=">AAACKnicbVDLSsNAFJ34Nr5aXboJFkFBSlIUXRZd6FLFPqANZTK9sWMnD2Zu1BLyD271G/wad+LWD3GaZmGrBy6cOfde7pnjxYIrtO1PY25+YXFpeWXVXFvf2NwqlbebKkokgwaLRCTbHlUgeAgN5CigHUuggSeg5Q0vxv3WI0jFo/AORzG4Ab0P uc8ZRS01k55zgIe9UsWu2jmsv8QpSIUUuO6Vjc1uP2JJACEyQZXqOHaMbkolciYgM7uJgpiyIb2HjqYhDUC5aW43s/a10rf8SOoK0crV3xspDZQaBZ6eDCgO1GxvLP7X6yTon7kpD+MEIWSTQ34iLIys8d+tPpfAUIw0oUxy7dViAyopQ53Q1JXniVXT7PbB19HmzzQYPQ04QpbeXp5nae3EPioq0wk6s3n9Jc1a1bGrzs1xpX5eZLlCdskeOSAOOSV1ckWuSYMw8kBeyCt5M96ND+PT+JqMzhnFzg6ZgvH9A74FpNQ=</latexit>
u2(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="ja9sm9tDM8K/nPvOd784X8SoKeE=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GaNGo0cvi0FQkLAbFD2GeNBjFPOAJITZSW8yOvtgplcNy/6DV/0Gv8Zb8OqHONnswUQLGmqqu+mackLBFVrWxFhaXlldW89t5De3tgs7u8W9pgoiyaDBAhHItkMVCO5DAzkKaIcSqOcIaDmPV9N+6wmk4oF/j+MQeh4d +tzljKKWmlG/cown/d2SVbZSmH+JnZESyVDvF41CdxCwyAMfmaBKdWwrxF5MJXImIMl3IwUhZY90CB1NfeqB6sWp3cQ80srAdAOpy0czVX9vxNRTauw5etKjOFKLvan4X68ToXvZi7kfRgg+mx1yI2FiYE7/bg64BIZirAllkmuvJhtRSRnqhOauvMys5vPdAbg62vQZe+PnEUdI4rvrWhJXzq3TrBKdoL2Y11/SrJRtq2zfnpWqtSzLHDkgh+SY2OSCVMkNqZMGYeSBvJI38m58GJ/GxPiajS4Z2c4+mYPx/QO/yaTV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ja9sm9tDM8K/nPvOd784X8SoKeE=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GaNGo0cvi0FQkLAbFD2GeNBjFPOAJITZSW8yOvtgplcNy/6DV/0Gv8Zb8OqHONnswUQLGmqqu+mackLBFVrWxFhaXlldW89t5De3tgs7u8W9pgoiyaDBAhHItkMVCO5DAzkKaIcSqOcIaDmPV9N+6wmk4oF/j+MQeh4d +tzljKKWmlG/cown/d2SVbZSmH+JnZESyVDvF41CdxCwyAMfmaBKdWwrxF5MJXImIMl3IwUhZY90CB1NfeqB6sWp3cQ80srAdAOpy0czVX9vxNRTauw5etKjOFKLvan4X68ToXvZi7kfRgg+mx1yI2FiYE7/bg64BIZirAllkmuvJhtRSRnqhOauvMys5vPdAbg62vQZe+PnEUdI4rvrWhJXzq3TrBKdoL2Y11/SrJRtq2zfnpWqtSzLHDkgh+SY2OSCVMkNqZMGYeSBvJI38m58GJ/GxPiajS4Z2c4+mYPx/QO/yaTV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ja9sm9tDM8K/nPvOd784X8SoKeE=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GaNGo0cvi0FQkLAbFD2GeNBjFPOAJITZSW8yOvtgplcNy/6DV/0Gv8Zb8OqHONnswUQLGmqqu+mackLBFVrWxFhaXlldW89t5De3tgs7u8W9pgoiyaDBAhHItkMVCO5DAzkKaIcSqOcIaDmPV9N+6wmk4oF/j+MQeh4d +tzljKKWmlG/cown/d2SVbZSmH+JnZESyVDvF41CdxCwyAMfmaBKdWwrxF5MJXImIMl3IwUhZY90CB1NfeqB6sWp3cQ80srAdAOpy0czVX9vxNRTauw5etKjOFKLvan4X68ToXvZi7kfRgg+mx1yI2FiYE7/bg64BIZirAllkmuvJhtRSRnqhOauvMys5vPdAbg62vQZe+PnEUdI4rvrWhJXzq3TrBKdoL2Y11/SrJRtq2zfnpWqtSzLHDkgh+SY2OSCVMkNqZMGYeSBvJI38m58GJ/GxPiajS4Z2c4+mYPx/QO/yaTV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ja9sm9tDM8K/nPvOd784X8SoKeE=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GaNGo0cvi0FQkLAbFD2GeNBjFPOAJITZSW8yOvtgplcNy/6DV/0Gv8Zb8OqHONnswUQLGmqqu+mackLBFVrWxFhaXlldW89t5De3tgs7u8W9pgoiyaDBAhHItkMVCO5DAzkKaIcSqOcIaDmPV9N+6wmk4oF/j+MQeh4d +tzljKKWmlG/cown/d2SVbZSmH+JnZESyVDvF41CdxCwyAMfmaBKdWwrxF5MJXImIMl3IwUhZY90CB1NfeqB6sWp3cQ80srAdAOpy0czVX9vxNRTauw5etKjOFKLvan4X68ToXvZi7kfRgg+mx1yI2FiYE7/bg64BIZirAllkmuvJhtRSRnqhOauvMys5vPdAbg62vQZe+PnEUdI4rvrWhJXzq3TrBKdoL2Y11/SrJRtq2zfnpWqtSzLHDkgh+SY2OSCVMkNqZMGYeSBvJI38m58GJ/GxPiajS4Z2c4+mYPx/QO/yaTV</latexit>
uM (t)
<latexit sha1_base64="qr4kZyQqCEuCrL5xIktEIPHgf3M=">AAACKnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q1Wj16CRahgpREFD1KPehFULFVaEvZbCbt6uaD3YlaQv6DV/0N/hpvxas/xG2ag7U+GHj7ZoZ5+5xIcIWWNTIKc/MLi0vF5dLK6lp5faOy2VJhLBk0WShCee9QBYIH0ESOAu4jCdR3BNw5j2fj/t0TSMXD4BaHEXR9 2g+4xxlFLbXi3mUN93obVatuZTBniZ2TKslx1asY5Y4bstiHAJmgSrVtK8JuQiVyJiAtdWIFEWWPtA9tTQPqg+ommd3U3NWKa3qh1BWgmam/NxLqKzX0HT3pUxyov72x+F+vHaN30k14EMUIAZsc8mJhYmiO/266XAJDMdSEMsm1V5MNqKQMdUJTV14mVkuljguejjZ7Jv7wecAR0uTmvJEmB0fWfl6pTtD+m9csaR3UbatuXx9WTxt5lkWyTXZIjdjkmJySC3JFmoSRB/JK3si78WF8GiPjazJaMPKdLTIF4/sH73Wk8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qr4kZyQqCEuCrL5xIktEIPHgf3M=">AAACKnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q1Wj16CRahgpREFD1KPehFULFVaEvZbCbt6uaD3YlaQv6DV/0N/hpvxas/xG2ag7U+GHj7ZoZ5+5xIcIWWNTIKc/MLi0vF5dLK6lp5faOy2VJhLBk0WShCee9QBYIH0ESOAu4jCdR3BNw5j2fj/t0TSMXD4BaHEXR9 2g+4xxlFLbXi3mUN93obVatuZTBniZ2TKslx1asY5Y4bstiHAJmgSrVtK8JuQiVyJiAtdWIFEWWPtA9tTQPqg+ommd3U3NWKa3qh1BWgmam/NxLqKzX0HT3pUxyov72x+F+vHaN30k14EMUIAZsc8mJhYmiO/266XAJDMdSEMsm1V5MNqKQMdUJTV14mVkuljguejjZ7Jv7wecAR0uTmvJEmB0fWfl6pTtD+m9csaR3UbatuXx9WTxt5lkWyTXZIjdjkmJySC3JFmoSRB/JK3si78WF8GiPjazJaMPKdLTIF4/sH73Wk8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qr4kZyQqCEuCrL5xIktEIPHgf3M=">AAACKnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q1Wj16CRahgpREFD1KPehFULFVaEvZbCbt6uaD3YlaQv6DV/0N/hpvxas/xG2ag7U+GHj7ZoZ5+5xIcIWWNTIKc/MLi0vF5dLK6lp5faOy2VJhLBk0WShCee9QBYIH0ESOAu4jCdR3BNw5j2fj/t0TSMXD4BaHEXR9 2g+4xxlFLbXi3mUN93obVatuZTBniZ2TKslx1asY5Y4bstiHAJmgSrVtK8JuQiVyJiAtdWIFEWWPtA9tTQPqg+ommd3U3NWKa3qh1BWgmam/NxLqKzX0HT3pUxyov72x+F+vHaN30k14EMUIAZsc8mJhYmiO/266XAJDMdSEMsm1V5MNqKQMdUJTV14mVkuljguejjZ7Jv7wecAR0uTmvJEmB0fWfl6pTtD+m9csaR3UbatuXx9WTxt5lkWyTXZIjdjkmJySC3JFmoSRB/JK3si78WF8GiPjazJaMPKdLTIF4/sH73Wk8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qr4kZyQqCEuCrL5xIktEIPHgf3M=">AAACKnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q1Wj16CRahgpREFD1KPehFULFVaEvZbCbt6uaD3YlaQv6DV/0N/hpvxas/xG2ag7U+GHj7ZoZ5+5xIcIWWNTIKc/MLi0vF5dLK6lp5faOy2VJhLBk0WShCee9QBYIH0ESOAu4jCdR3BNw5j2fj/t0TSMXD4BaHEXR9 2g+4xxlFLbXi3mUN93obVatuZTBniZ2TKslx1asY5Y4bstiHAJmgSrVtK8JuQiVyJiAtdWIFEWWPtA9tTQPqg+ommd3U3NWKa3qh1BWgmam/NxLqKzX0HT3pUxyov72x+F+vHaN30k14EMUIAZsc8mJhYmiO/266XAJDMdSEMsm1V5MNqKQMdUJTV14mVkuljguejjZ7Jv7wecAR0uTmvJEmB0fWfl6pTtD+m9csaR3UbatuXx9WTxt5lkWyTXZIjdjkmJySC3JFmoSRB/JK3si78WF8GiPjazJaMPKdLTIF4/sH73Wk8A==</latexit>TN
<latexit sha1_base64="uwNauq0TAoGacU7DIGVAth0jcdo=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64EShoLC4kCRTYCQRlBARXiyiElUbTejJNV1od2x0Bk+RNo4W/4D3o6REvNxnERjpFGevvejObt82LBFTrOmzEzOze/sLi0bK6srq1vl MqbdRUlkkGNRSKSTY8qEDyEGnIU0Iwl0MAT0PCGZ2O9cQ9S8Si8w1EMnYD2Q+5zRlFTt3fdy27JdipOXtZf4BbAJkVddcuG3e5FLAkgRCaoUi3XibGTUom cCcjMdqIgpmxI+9DSMKQBqE6ae82sXc30LD+SukO0cnZ6I6WBUqPA05MBxYH6rY3J/7RWgv5JJ+VhnCCEbHLIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 /lx5XFi1TTbPfB1rvkzDUYPA46QpTfnp1l6cOTsFz0enNr2JB0CZjpW93eIf0H9oOI6Fff60K6eFgEvkW2yQ/aIS45JlVyQK1IjjPTJE3kmL8ar8W58GJ+ T0Rmj2NkiP8r4+gZJqqxl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwNauq0TAoGacU7DIGVAth0jcdo=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64EShoLC4kCRTYCQRlBARXiyiElUbTejJNV1od2x0Bk+RNo4W/4D3o6REvNxnERjpFGevvejObt82LBFTrOmzEzOze/sLi0bK6srq1vl MqbdRUlkkGNRSKSTY8qEDyEGnIU0Iwl0MAT0PCGZ2O9cQ9S8Si8w1EMnYD2Q+5zRlFTt3fdy27JdipOXtZf4BbAJkVddcuG3e5FLAkgRCaoUi3XibGTUom cCcjMdqIgpmxI+9DSMKQBqE6ae82sXc30LD+SukO0cnZ6I6WBUqPA05MBxYH6rY3J/7RWgv5JJ+VhnCCEbHLIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 /lx5XFi1TTbPfB1rvkzDUYPA46QpTfnp1l6cOTsFz0enNr2JB0CZjpW93eIf0H9oOI6Fff60K6eFgEvkW2yQ/aIS45JlVyQK1IjjPTJE3kmL8ar8W58GJ+ T0Rmj2NkiP8r4+gZJqqxl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwNauq0TAoGacU7DIGVAth0jcdo=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64EShoLC4kCRTYCQRlBARXiyiElUbTejJNV1od2x0Bk+RNo4W/4D3o6REvNxnERjpFGevvejObt82LBFTrOmzEzOze/sLi0bK6srq1vl MqbdRUlkkGNRSKSTY8qEDyEGnIU0Iwl0MAT0PCGZ2O9cQ9S8Si8w1EMnYD2Q+5zRlFTt3fdy27JdipOXtZf4BbAJkVddcuG3e5FLAkgRCaoUi3XibGTUom cCcjMdqIgpmxI+9DSMKQBqE6ae82sXc30LD+SukO0cnZ6I6WBUqPA05MBxYH6rY3J/7RWgv5JJ+VhnCCEbHLIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 /lx5XFi1TTbPfB1rvkzDUYPA46QpTfnp1l6cOTsFz0enNr2JB0CZjpW93eIf0H9oOI6Fff60K6eFgEvkW2yQ/aIS45JlVyQK1IjjPTJE3kmL8ar8W58GJ+ T0Rmj2NkiP8r4+gZJqqxl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwNauq0TAoGacU7DIGVAth0jcdo=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64EShoLC4kCRTYCQRlBARXiyiElUbTejJNV1od2x0Bk+RNo4W/4D3o6REvNxnERjpFGevvejObt82LBFTrOmzEzOze/sLi0bK6srq1vl MqbdRUlkkGNRSKSTY8qEDyEGnIU0Iwl0MAT0PCGZ2O9cQ9S8Si8w1EMnYD2Q+5zRlFTt3fdy27JdipOXtZf4BbAJkVddcuG3e5FLAkgRCaoUi3XibGTUom cCcjMdqIgpmxI+9DSMKQBqE6ae82sXc30LD+SukO0cnZ6I6WBUqPA05MBxYH6rY3J/7RWgv5JJ+VhnCCEbHLIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 /lx5XFi1TTbPfB1rvkzDUYPA46QpTfnp1l6cOTsFz0enNr2JB0CZjpW93eIf0H9oOI6Fff60K6eFgEvkW2yQ/aIS45JlVyQK1IjjPTJE3kmL8ar8W58GJ+ T0Rmj2NkiP8r4+gZJqqxl</latexit>
T1
<latexit sha1_base64="VzJsblYD5XcrriuAeLQ4aHJj4QU=">AAACPHi cbVC7TsNAEDyHVzDPQEljESFRoMhGIChRKKAMkAdSYkXnyzo55fzQ3RqILH8CLfwN/0FPh2ipuSQuEmClleZmdrVz48WCK7Ttd6OwsLi0vFJcNdfWNza3t ks7TRUlkkGDRSKS9x5VIHgIDeQo4D6WQANPQMsbXo711gNIxaOwjqMY3ID2Q+5zRlFTd/Wu090u2xV7UtZf4OSgTPKqdUtGudOLWBJAiExQpdqOHaObUom cCcjMTqIgpmxI+9DWMKQBKDedeM2sA830LD+SukO0JuzsRkoDpUaBpycDigP1WxuT/2ntBP1zN+VhnCCEbHrIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 5m78jS1apqdHvg618kzDUaPA46QpbdX1Sw9PrWP8h4Pzmx7kg4BMx2r8zvEv6B5XHHsinNzUr6o5gEXyR7ZJ4fEIWfkglyTGmkQRvrkmbyQV+PN+DA+ja/ paMHId3bJXBnfPxRsrEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VzJsblYD5XcrriuAeLQ4aHJj4QU=">AAACPHi cbVC7TsNAEDyHVzDPQEljESFRoMhGIChRKKAMkAdSYkXnyzo55fzQ3RqILH8CLfwN/0FPh2ipuSQuEmClleZmdrVz48WCK7Ttd6OwsLi0vFJcNdfWNza3t ks7TRUlkkGDRSKS9x5VIHgIDeQo4D6WQANPQMsbXo711gNIxaOwjqMY3ID2Q+5zRlFTd/Wu090u2xV7UtZf4OSgTPKqdUtGudOLWBJAiExQpdqOHaObUom cCcjMTqIgpmxI+9DWMKQBKDedeM2sA830LD+SukO0JuzsRkoDpUaBpycDigP1WxuT/2ntBP1zN+VhnCCEbHrIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 5m78jS1apqdHvg618kzDUaPA46QpbdX1Sw9PrWP8h4Pzmx7kg4BMx2r8zvEv6B5XHHsinNzUr6o5gEXyR7ZJ4fEIWfkglyTGmkQRvrkmbyQV+PN+DA+ja/ paMHId3bJXBnfPxRsrEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VzJsblYD5XcrriuAeLQ4aHJj4QU=">AAACPHi cbVC7TsNAEDyHVzDPQEljESFRoMhGIChRKKAMkAdSYkXnyzo55fzQ3RqILH8CLfwN/0FPh2ipuSQuEmClleZmdrVz48WCK7Ttd6OwsLi0vFJcNdfWNza3t ks7TRUlkkGDRSKS9x5VIHgIDeQo4D6WQANPQMsbXo711gNIxaOwjqMY3ID2Q+5zRlFTd/Wu090u2xV7UtZf4OSgTPKqdUtGudOLWBJAiExQpdqOHaObUom cCcjMTqIgpmxI+9DWMKQBKDedeM2sA830LD+SukO0JuzsRkoDpUaBpycDigP1WxuT/2ntBP1zN+VhnCCEbHrIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 5m78jS1apqdHvg618kzDUaPA46QpbdX1Sw9PrWP8h4Pzmx7kg4BMx2r8zvEv6B5XHHsinNzUr6o5gEXyR7ZJ4fEIWfkglyTGmkQRvrkmbyQV+PN+DA+ja/ paMHId3bJXBnfPxRsrEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VzJsblYD5XcrriuAeLQ4aHJj4QU=">AAACPHi cbVC7TsNAEDyHVzDPQEljESFRoMhGIChRKKAMkAdSYkXnyzo55fzQ3RqILH8CLfwN/0FPh2ipuSQuEmClleZmdrVz48WCK7Ttd6OwsLi0vFJcNdfWNza3t ks7TRUlkkGDRSKS9x5VIHgIDeQo4D6WQANPQMsbXo711gNIxaOwjqMY3ID2Q+5zRlFTd/Wu090u2xV7UtZf4OSgTPKqdUtGudOLWBJAiExQpdqOHaObUom cCcjMTqIgpmxI+9DWMKQBKDedeM2sA830LD+SukO0JuzsRkoDpUaBpycDigP1WxuT/2ntBP1zN+VhnCCEbHrIT4SFkTX+uNXjEhiKkQaUSa69WmxAJWWo4 5m78jS1apqdHvg618kzDUaPA46QpbdX1Sw9PrWP8h4Pzmx7kg4BMx2r8zvEv6B5XHHsinNzUr6o5gEXyR7ZJ4fEIWfkglyTGmkQRvrkmbyQV+PN+DA+ja/ paMHId3bJXBnfPxRsrEg=</latexit>
T2
<latexit sha1_base64="Dqg7i7Iwfc4QN8u/pzGOTDLYFs4=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64AJY1FhESBIjsCQYmggJIrh5RY0XozTlZZH9odA5HlT6CFv+E/6OkQLTUbxwVJGGmkt+/NaN4+LxZcoW1/GHPzC4tLyyur5tr6xuZWa XunrqJEMqixSESy6VEFgodQQ44CmrEEGngCGt7gcqQ3HkEqHoUPOIzBDWgv5D5nFDV1/9Cpdkplu2LnZc0CpwBlUtRNZ9sot7sRSwIIkQmqVMuxY3RTKpE zAZnZThTElA1oD1oahjQA5aa518w60EzX8iOpO0QrZ/9upDRQahh4ejKg2FfT2oj8T2sl6J+5KQ/jBCFk40N+IiyMrNHHrS6XwFAMNaBMcu3VYn0qKUMdz 8SV57FV02x3wde55s80GD71OUKW3l1dZGn1xD4qejT4Z9uTdACY6Vid6RBnQb1aceyKc3tcPr8oAl4he2SfHBKHnJJzck1uSI0w0iMv5JW8Ge/Gp/FlfI9 H54xiZ5dMlPHzCxZCrEk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dqg7i7Iwfc4QN8u/pzGOTDLYFs4=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64AJY1FhESBIjsCQYmggJIrh5RY0XozTlZZH9odA5HlT6CFv+E/6OkQLTUbxwVJGGmkt+/NaN4+LxZcoW1/GHPzC4tLyyur5tr6xuZWa XunrqJEMqixSESy6VEFgodQQ44CmrEEGngCGt7gcqQ3HkEqHoUPOIzBDWgv5D5nFDV1/9Cpdkplu2LnZc0CpwBlUtRNZ9sot7sRSwIIkQmqVMuxY3RTKpE zAZnZThTElA1oD1oahjQA5aa518w60EzX8iOpO0QrZ/9upDRQahh4ejKg2FfT2oj8T2sl6J+5KQ/jBCFk40N+IiyMrNHHrS6XwFAMNaBMcu3VYn0qKUMdz 8SV57FV02x3wde55s80GD71OUKW3l1dZGn1xD4qejT4Z9uTdACY6Vid6RBnQb1aceyKc3tcPr8oAl4he2SfHBKHnJJzck1uSI0w0iMv5JW8Ge/Gp/FlfI9 H54xiZ5dMlPHzCxZCrEk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dqg7i7Iwfc4QN8u/pzGOTDLYFs4=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64AJY1FhESBIjsCQYmggJIrh5RY0XozTlZZH9odA5HlT6CFv+E/6OkQLTUbxwVJGGmkt+/NaN4+LxZcoW1/GHPzC4tLyyur5tr6xuZWa XunrqJEMqixSESy6VEFgodQQ44CmrEEGngCGt7gcqQ3HkEqHoUPOIzBDWgv5D5nFDV1/9Cpdkplu2LnZc0CpwBlUtRNZ9sot7sRSwIIkQmqVMuxY3RTKpE zAZnZThTElA1oD1oahjQA5aa518w60EzX8iOpO0QrZ/9upDRQahh4ejKg2FfT2oj8T2sl6J+5KQ/jBCFk40N+IiyMrNHHrS6XwFAMNaBMcu3VYn0qKUMdz 8SV57FV02x3wde55s80GD71OUKW3l1dZGn1xD4qejT4Z9uTdACY6Vid6RBnQb1aceyKc3tcPr8oAl4he2SfHBKHnJJzck1uSI0w0iMv5JW8Ge/Gp/FlfI9 H54xiZ5dMlPHzCxZCrEk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dqg7i7Iwfc4QN8u/pzGOTDLYFs4=">AAACPHi cbVC5TsNAEF1zY64AJY1FhESBIjsCQYmggJIrh5RY0XozTlZZH9odA5HlT6CFv+E/6OkQLTUbxwVJGGmkt+/NaN4+LxZcoW1/GHPzC4tLyyur5tr6xuZWa XunrqJEMqixSESy6VEFgodQQ44CmrEEGngCGt7gcqQ3HkEqHoUPOIzBDWgv5D5nFDV1/9Cpdkplu2LnZc0CpwBlUtRNZ9sot7sRSwIIkQmqVMuxY3RTKpE zAZnZThTElA1oD1oahjQA5aa518w60EzX8iOpO0QrZ/9upDRQahh4ejKg2FfT2oj8T2sl6J+5KQ/jBCFk40N+IiyMrNHHrS6XwFAMNaBMcu3VYn0qKUMdz 8SV57FV02x3wde55s80GD71OUKW3l1dZGn1xD4qejT4Z9uTdACY6Vid6RBnQb1aceyKc3tcPr8oAl4he2SfHBKHnJJzck1uSI0w0iMv5JW8Ge/Gp/FlfI9 H54xiZ5dMlPHzCxZCrEk=</latexit>
{ y(l)1 [k] }<latexit sha1_base64="xs6eVf6jiltQk9xG3Uq2KUirKxQ=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9eglWAQFKUlR9Fj0oEcVq0Iby2Y7sUs3H+xOtGHJX/Gq/8azP8SbiJs2B78eDLx5M48Znp8IrtBx3qzK1PTM7Nz8QnVxaXlltba2f q3iVDJos1jE8tanCgSPoI0cBdwmEmjoC7jxhyfF/OYBpOJxdIVZAl5I7yMecEbRSL3aelcB6qzn3ukdsZt3hl7eq9WdhjOG/Ze4JamTEue9Nave7ccsDSF CJqhSHddJ0NNUImcC8mo3VZBQNqT30DE0oiEoT4+fz+1to/TtIJamIrTH6neHpqFSWeibzZDiQP2eFeJ/s06KwZGneZSkCBGbHApSYWNsF0nYfS6BocgMo Uxy86vNBlRShiavH1dGk1er1W4fAhP0uNVh9jjgCLm+PD3OdfPA2SurWPzm9iUdAhaxur9D/Euumw3XabgX+/XWcRnwPNkkW2SHuOSQtMgZOSdtwsiIPJF n8mK9Wu/Wh/U5Wa1YpWeD/EBl7gv6eLIL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xs6eVf6jiltQk9xG3Uq2KUirKxQ=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9eglWAQFKUlR9Fj0oEcVq0Iby2Y7sUs3H+xOtGHJX/Gq/8azP8SbiJs2B78eDLx5M48Znp8IrtBx3qzK1PTM7Nz8QnVxaXlltba2f q3iVDJos1jE8tanCgSPoI0cBdwmEmjoC7jxhyfF/OYBpOJxdIVZAl5I7yMecEbRSL3aelcB6qzn3ukdsZt3hl7eq9WdhjOG/Ze4JamTEue9Nave7ccsDSF CJqhSHddJ0NNUImcC8mo3VZBQNqT30DE0oiEoT4+fz+1to/TtIJamIrTH6neHpqFSWeibzZDiQP2eFeJ/s06KwZGneZSkCBGbHApSYWNsF0nYfS6BocgMo Uxy86vNBlRShiavH1dGk1er1W4fAhP0uNVh9jjgCLm+PD3OdfPA2SurWPzm9iUdAhaxur9D/Euumw3XabgX+/XWcRnwPNkkW2SHuOSQtMgZOSdtwsiIPJF n8mK9Wu/Wh/U5Wa1YpWeD/EBl7gv6eLIL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xs6eVf6jiltQk9xG3Uq2KUirKxQ=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9eglWAQFKUlR9Fj0oEcVq0Iby2Y7sUs3H+xOtGHJX/Gq/8azP8SbiJs2B78eDLx5M48Znp8IrtBx3qzK1PTM7Nz8QnVxaXlltba2f q3iVDJos1jE8tanCgSPoI0cBdwmEmjoC7jxhyfF/OYBpOJxdIVZAl5I7yMecEbRSL3aelcB6qzn3ukdsZt3hl7eq9WdhjOG/Ze4JamTEue9Nave7ccsDSF CJqhSHddJ0NNUImcC8mo3VZBQNqT30DE0oiEoT4+fz+1to/TtIJamIrTH6neHpqFSWeibzZDiQP2eFeJ/s06KwZGneZSkCBGbHApSYWNsF0nYfS6BocgMo Uxy86vNBlRShiavH1dGk1er1W4fAhP0uNVh9jjgCLm+PD3OdfPA2SurWPzm9iUdAhaxur9D/Euumw3XabgX+/XWcRnwPNkkW2SHuOSQtMgZOSdtwsiIPJF n8mK9Wu/Wh/U5Wa1YpWeD/EBl7gv6eLIL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xs6eVf6jiltQk9xG3Uq2KUirKxQ=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9eglWAQFKUlR9Fj0oEcVq0Iby2Y7sUs3H+xOtGHJX/Gq/8azP8SbiJs2B78eDLx5M48Znp8IrtBx3qzK1PTM7Nz8QnVxaXlltba2f q3iVDJos1jE8tanCgSPoI0cBdwmEmjoC7jxhyfF/OYBpOJxdIVZAl5I7yMecEbRSL3aelcB6qzn3ukdsZt3hl7eq9WdhjOG/Ze4JamTEue9Nave7ccsDSF CJqhSHddJ0NNUImcC8mo3VZBQNqT30DE0oiEoT4+fz+1to/TtIJamIrTH6neHpqFSWeibzZDiQP2eFeJ/s06KwZGneZSkCBGbHApSYWNsF0nYfS6BocgMo Uxy86vNBlRShiavH1dGk1er1W4fAhP0uNVh9jjgCLm+PD3OdfPA2SurWPzm9iUdAhaxur9D/Euumw3XabgX+/XWcRnwPNkkW2SHuOSQtMgZOSdtwsiIPJF n8mK9Wu/Wh/U5Wa1YpWeD/EBl7gv6eLIL</latexit>
{ y(l)2 [k] }<latexit sha1_base64="qw+B/NrwYK6UN83XyeLwcKk3R+Q=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIugICUpih5FD3qsYlVoY9lsJ3bp5oPdiRqW/BWv+m88+0O8ibhpc/DrwcCbN/OY4fmJ4Aod582qTE3PzM5V52sLi0vLK/XVt SsVp5JBh8Uiljc+VSB4BB3kKOAmkUBDX8C1Pzop5tf3IBWPo0vMEvBCehfxgDOKRurX13oKUGf91q3eFjt5d+Tl/XrDaTpj2H+JW5IGKdHur1qN3iBmaQg RMkGV6rpOgp6mEjkTkNd6qYKEshG9g66hEQ1BeXr8fG5vGWVgB7E0FaE9Vr87NA2VykLfbIYUh+r3rBD/m3VTDA49zaMkRYjY5FCQChtju0jCHnAJDEVmC GWSm19tNqSSMjR5/bjyOHm1VusNIDBBj1sdZg9DjpDri9PjXLf2nd2yisVvbl/SEWARq/s7xL/kqtV0naZ7vtc4Oi4DrpINskm2iUsOyBE5I23SIYw8kif yTF6sV+vd+rA+J6sVq/Sskx+ozH0B/FiyDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qw+B/NrwYK6UN83XyeLwcKk3R+Q=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIugICUpih5FD3qsYlVoY9lsJ3bp5oPdiRqW/BWv+m88+0O8ibhpc/DrwcCbN/OY4fmJ4Aod582qTE3PzM5V52sLi0vLK/XVt SsVp5JBh8Uiljc+VSB4BB3kKOAmkUBDX8C1Pzop5tf3IBWPo0vMEvBCehfxgDOKRurX13oKUGf91q3eFjt5d+Tl/XrDaTpj2H+JW5IGKdHur1qN3iBmaQg RMkGV6rpOgp6mEjkTkNd6qYKEshG9g66hEQ1BeXr8fG5vGWVgB7E0FaE9Vr87NA2VykLfbIYUh+r3rBD/m3VTDA49zaMkRYjY5FCQChtju0jCHnAJDEVmC GWSm19tNqSSMjR5/bjyOHm1VusNIDBBj1sdZg9DjpDri9PjXLf2nd2yisVvbl/SEWARq/s7xL/kqtV0naZ7vtc4Oi4DrpINskm2iUsOyBE5I23SIYw8kif yTF6sV+vd+rA+J6sVq/Sskx+ozH0B/FiyDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qw+B/NrwYK6UN83XyeLwcKk3R+Q=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIugICUpih5FD3qsYlVoY9lsJ3bp5oPdiRqW/BWv+m88+0O8ibhpc/DrwcCbN/OY4fmJ4Aod582qTE3PzM5V52sLi0vLK/XVt SsVp5JBh8Uiljc+VSB4BB3kKOAmkUBDX8C1Pzop5tf3IBWPo0vMEvBCehfxgDOKRurX13oKUGf91q3eFjt5d+Tl/XrDaTpj2H+JW5IGKdHur1qN3iBmaQg RMkGV6rpOgp6mEjkTkNd6qYKEshG9g66hEQ1BeXr8fG5vGWVgB7E0FaE9Vr87NA2VykLfbIYUh+r3rBD/m3VTDA49zaMkRYjY5FCQChtju0jCHnAJDEVmC GWSm19tNqSSMjR5/bjyOHm1VusNIDBBj1sdZg9DjpDri9PjXLf2nd2yisVvbl/SEWARq/s7xL/kqtV0naZ7vtc4Oi4DrpINskm2iUsOyBE5I23SIYw8kif yTF6sV+vd+rA+J6sVq/Sskx+ozH0B/FiyDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qw+B/NrwYK6UN83XyeLwcKk3R+Q=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIugICUpih5FD3qsYlVoY9lsJ3bp5oPdiRqW/BWv+m88+0O8ibhpc/DrwcCbN/OY4fmJ4Aod582qTE3PzM5V52sLi0vLK/XVt SsVp5JBh8Uiljc+VSB4BB3kKOAmkUBDX8C1Pzop5tf3IBWPo0vMEvBCehfxgDOKRurX13oKUGf91q3eFjt5d+Tl/XrDaTpj2H+JW5IGKdHur1qN3iBmaQg RMkGV6rpOgp6mEjkTkNd6qYKEshG9g66hEQ1BeXr8fG5vGWVgB7E0FaE9Vr87NA2VykLfbIYUh+r3rBD/m3VTDA49zaMkRYjY5FCQChtju0jCHnAJDEVmC GWSm19tNqSSMjR5/bjyOHm1VusNIDBBj1sdZg9DjpDri9PjXLf2nd2yisVvbl/SEWARq/s7xL/kqtV0naZ7vtc4Oi4DrpINskm2iUsOyBE5I23SIYw8kif yTF6sV+vd+rA+J6sVq/Sskx+ozH0B/FiyDA==</latexit>
{ y(l)N [k] }<latexit sha1_base64="ivcm00GNa0w0mdEWEVxNQDHPoyg=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/aj16CRZBQUoiih5FD3oSFatCG8tmO7FLNx/sTtSw5K941X/j2R/iTcRNm4NfDwbevJnHDM9PBFfoOG9WZWJyanqmOlubm19YXKovN 65UnEoGbRaLWN74VIHgEbSRo4CbRAINfQHX/vComF/fg1Q8ji4xS8AL6V3EA84oGqlXb3QVoM56p7d6Q2zmnaGX9+pNp+WMYP8lbkmapMRZb9lqdvsxS0O IkAmqVMd1EvQ0lciZgLzWTRUklA3pHXQMjWgIytOj53N73Sh9O4ilqQjtkfrdoWmoVBb6ZjOkOFC/Z4X436yTYrDvaR4lKULExoeCVNgY20USdp9LYCgyQ yiT3PxqswGVlKHJ68eVx/GrtVq3D4EJetTqMHsYcIRcXxwf5np719kqq1j85vYlHQIWsbq/Q/xLrrZbrtNyz3eaB4dlwFWyStbIBnHJHjkgJ+SMtAkjj+S JPJMX69V6tz6sz/FqxSo9K+QHKjNfMOeyKA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ivcm00GNa0w0mdEWEVxNQDHPoyg=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/aj16CRZBQUoiih5FD3oSFatCG8tmO7FLNx/sTtSw5K941X/j2R/iTcRNm4NfDwbevJnHDM9PBFfoOG9WZWJyanqmOlubm19YXKovN 65UnEoGbRaLWN74VIHgEbSRo4CbRAINfQHX/vComF/fg1Q8ji4xS8AL6V3EA84oGqlXb3QVoM56p7d6Q2zmnaGX9+pNp+WMYP8lbkmapMRZb9lqdvsxS0O IkAmqVMd1EvQ0lciZgLzWTRUklA3pHXQMjWgIytOj53N73Sh9O4ilqQjtkfrdoWmoVBb6ZjOkOFC/Z4X436yTYrDvaR4lKULExoeCVNgY20USdp9LYCgyQ yiT3PxqswGVlKHJ68eVx/GrtVq3D4EJetTqMHsYcIRcXxwf5np719kqq1j85vYlHQIWsbq/Q/xLrrZbrtNyz3eaB4dlwFWyStbIBnHJHjkgJ+SMtAkjj+S JPJMX69V6tz6sz/FqxSo9K+QHKjNfMOeyKA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ivcm00GNa0w0mdEWEVxNQDHPoyg=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/aj16CRZBQUoiih5FD3oSFatCG8tmO7FLNx/sTtSw5K941X/j2R/iTcRNm4NfDwbevJnHDM9PBFfoOG9WZWJyanqmOlubm19YXKovN 65UnEoGbRaLWN74VIHgEbSRo4CbRAINfQHX/vComF/fg1Q8ji4xS8AL6V3EA84oGqlXb3QVoM56p7d6Q2zmnaGX9+pNp+WMYP8lbkmapMRZb9lqdvsxS0O IkAmqVMd1EvQ0lciZgLzWTRUklA3pHXQMjWgIytOj53N73Sh9O4ilqQjtkfrdoWmoVBb6ZjOkOFC/Z4X436yTYrDvaR4lKULExoeCVNgY20USdp9LYCgyQ yiT3PxqswGVlKHJ68eVx/GrtVq3D4EJetTqMHsYcIRcXxwf5np719kqq1j85vYlHQIWsbq/Q/xLrrZbrtNyz3eaB4dlwFWyStbIBnHJHjkgJ+SMtAkjj+S JPJMX69V6tz6sz/FqxSo9K+QHKjNfMOeyKA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ivcm00GNa0w0mdEWEVxNQDHPoyg=">AAACTXi cbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/aj16CRZBQUoiih5FD3oSFatCG8tmO7FLNx/sTtSw5K941X/j2R/iTcRNm4NfDwbevJnHDM9PBFfoOG9WZWJyanqmOlubm19YXKovN 65UnEoGbRaLWN74VIHgEbSRo4CbRAINfQHX/vComF/fg1Q8ji4xS8AL6V3EA84oGqlXb3QVoM56p7d6Q2zmnaGX9+pNp+WMYP8lbkmapMRZb9lqdvsxS0O IkAmqVMd1EvQ0lciZgLzWTRUklA3pHXQMjWgIytOj53N73Sh9O4ilqQjtkfrdoWmoVBb6ZjOkOFC/Z4X436yTYrDvaR4lKULExoeCVNgY20USdp9LYCgyQ yiT3PxqswGVlKHJ68eVx/GrtVq3D4EJetTqMHsYcIRcXxwf5np719kqq1j85vYlHQIWsbq/Q/xLrrZbrtNyz3eaB4dlwFWyStbIBnHJHjkgJ+SMtAkjj+S JPJMX69V6tz6sz/FqxSo9K+QHKjNfMOeyKA==</latexit> yN [k]<latexit sha1_base64="gRdV7+WT2iwjxd3tENVnL4VEnGo=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9Vbrrdalm8EiuJCSiKJL0YWuRMW2QhvKZHJih04uzJyoIe RV3OrbuPZB3Ik4bbPwduDAz3+ufF4ihUbbfrMqM7Nz8wvVxdrS8srqWn290dFxqji0eSxjdesxDVJE0EaBEm4TBSz0JHS90em43r0HpUUc3WCWgBuyu0gEgjM01qDe6E925Ar8gmaDi97IHdSbdsueBP0rnFI0SRmXg3Wr2fdjnoYQIZdM655jJ+jmTKHgEopaP9WQMD5id9AzMmIhaDefHC7otnF8GsTKZIR04n6fyF modRZ6pjNkONS/a2Pzv1ovxeDIzUWUpAgRnx4KUkkxpmMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmSKcTS8flx5nL5aq/V9CAzoKbIwexgKhCK/Pjsp8r0De7fMceO3aU+xEWBhsDq/If4Vnb2WY7ecq/3m8UkJuEo2yRbZIQ45JMfknFySNuHkkTyRZ/JivVrv1of1OW2tWOXMBvkRlYUvZDyyQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gRdV7+WT2iwjxd3tENVnL4VEnGo=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9Vbrrdalm8EiuJCSiKJL0YWuRMW2QhvKZHJih04uzJyoIe RV3OrbuPZB3Ik4bbPwduDAz3+ufF4ihUbbfrMqM7Nz8wvVxdrS8srqWn290dFxqji0eSxjdesxDVJE0EaBEm4TBSz0JHS90em43r0HpUUc3WCWgBuyu0gEgjM01qDe6E925Ar8gmaDi97IHdSbdsueBP0rnFI0SRmXg3Wr2fdjnoYQIZdM655jJ+jmTKHgEopaP9WQMD5id9AzMmIhaDefHC7otnF8GsTKZIR04n6fyF modRZ6pjNkONS/a2Pzv1ovxeDIzUWUpAgRnx4KUkkxpmMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmSKcTS8flx5nL5aq/V9CAzoKbIwexgKhCK/Pjsp8r0De7fMceO3aU+xEWBhsDq/If4Vnb2WY7ecq/3m8UkJuEo2yRbZIQ45JMfknFySNuHkkTyRZ/JivVrv1of1OW2tWOXMBvkRlYUvZDyyQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gRdV7+WT2iwjxd3tENVnL4VEnGo=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9Vbrrdalm8EiuJCSiKJL0YWuRMW2QhvKZHJih04uzJyoIe RV3OrbuPZB3Ik4bbPwduDAz3+ufF4ihUbbfrMqM7Nz8wvVxdrS8srqWn290dFxqji0eSxjdesxDVJE0EaBEm4TBSz0JHS90em43r0HpUUc3WCWgBuyu0gEgjM01qDe6E925Ar8gmaDi97IHdSbdsueBP0rnFI0SRmXg3Wr2fdjnoYQIZdM655jJ+jmTKHgEopaP9WQMD5id9AzMmIhaDefHC7otnF8GsTKZIR04n6fyF modRZ6pjNkONS/a2Pzv1ovxeDIzUWUpAgRnx4KUkkxpmMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmSKcTS8flx5nL5aq/V9CAzoKbIwexgKhCK/Pjsp8r0De7fMceO3aU+xEWBhsDq/If4Vnb2WY7ecq/3m8UkJuEo2yRbZIQ45JMfknFySNuHkkTyRZ/JivVrv1of1OW2tWOXMBvkRlYUvZDyyQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gRdV7+WT2iwjxd3tENVnL4VEnGo=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9Vbrrdalm8EiuJCSiKJL0YWuRMW2QhvKZHJih04uzJyoIe RV3OrbuPZB3Ik4bbPwduDAz3+ufF4ihUbbfrMqM7Nz8wvVxdrS8srqWn290dFxqji0eSxjdesxDVJE0EaBEm4TBSz0JHS90em43r0HpUUc3WCWgBuyu0gEgjM01qDe6E925Ar8gmaDi97IHdSbdsueBP0rnFI0SRmXg3Wr2fdjnoYQIZdM655jJ+jmTKHgEopaP9WQMD5id9AzMmIhaDefHC7otnF8GsTKZIR04n6fyF modRZ6pjNkONS/a2Pzv1ovxeDIzUWUpAgRnx4KUkkxpmMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmSKcTS8flx5nL5aq/V9CAzoKbIwexgKhCK/Pjsp8r0De7fMceO3aU+xEWBhsDq/If4Vnb2WY7ecq/3m8UkJuEo2yRbZIQ45JMfknFySNuHkkTyRZ/JivVrv1of1OW2tWOXMBvkRlYUvZDyyQw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="5J/tHWP3nj4flZvQq9MQeqTDGls=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VKtt6pLN4NFcCElKYouRRe6VLEqtKFMJift0MmFmRM1hL yKW30b1z6IOxGnbRateuDAz3+ufF4ihUbb/rAqc/MLi9Wl5drK6tr6Rn1z607HqeLQ5rGM1YPHNEgRQRsFSnhIFLDQk3DvDc9H9ftHUFrE0S1mCbgh60ciEJyhsXr1re54R67AL2jWczpDt1dv2E17HPSvcErRIGVc9TatRtePeRpChFwyrTuOnaCbM4WCSyhq3VRDwviQ9aFjZMRC0G4+PlzQPeP4NIiVyQjp2J2eyF modRZ6pjNkONC/ayPzv1onxeDEzUWUpAgRnxwKUkkxpiMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmCKcTS8Zq48T16t1bo+BAb0BFmYPQ0EQpHfXJwVeevIPihz1Dg17Sk2BCwMVuc3xL/irtV07KZzfdg4PSsBL5Edskv2iUOOySm5JFekTTh5Ji/klbxZ79an9WV9T1orVjmzTWaiUv0BLqeyJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5J/tHWP3nj4flZvQq9MQeqTDGls=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VKtt6pLN4NFcCElKYouRRe6VLEqtKFMJift0MmFmRM1hL yKW30b1z6IOxGnbRateuDAz3+ufF4ihUbb/rAqc/MLi9Wl5drK6tr6Rn1z607HqeLQ5rGM1YPHNEgRQRsFSnhIFLDQk3DvDc9H9ftHUFrE0S1mCbgh60ciEJyhsXr1re54R67AL2jWczpDt1dv2E17HPSvcErRIGVc9TatRtePeRpChFwyrTuOnaCbM4WCSyhq3VRDwviQ9aFjZMRC0G4+PlzQPeP4NIiVyQjp2J2eyF modRZ6pjNkONC/ayPzv1onxeDEzUWUpAgRnxwKUkkxpiMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmCKcTS8Zq48T16t1bo+BAb0BFmYPQ0EQpHfXJwVeevIPihz1Dg17Sk2BCwMVuc3xL/irtV07KZzfdg4PSsBL5Edskv2iUOOySm5JFekTTh5Ji/klbxZ79an9WV9T1orVjmzTWaiUv0BLqeyJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5J/tHWP3nj4flZvQq9MQeqTDGls=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VKtt6pLN4NFcCElKYouRRe6VLEqtKFMJift0MmFmRM1hL yKW30b1z6IOxGnbRateuDAz3+ufF4ihUbb/rAqc/MLi9Wl5drK6tr6Rn1z607HqeLQ5rGM1YPHNEgRQRsFSnhIFLDQk3DvDc9H9ftHUFrE0S1mCbgh60ciEJyhsXr1re54R67AL2jWczpDt1dv2E17HPSvcErRIGVc9TatRtePeRpChFwyrTuOnaCbM4WCSyhq3VRDwviQ9aFjZMRC0G4+PlzQPeP4NIiVyQjp2J2eyF modRZ6pjNkONC/ayPzv1onxeDEzUWUpAgRnxwKUkkxpiMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmCKcTS8Zq48T16t1bo+BAb0BFmYPQ0EQpHfXJwVeevIPihz1Dg17Sk2BCwMVuc3xL/irtV07KZzfdg4PSsBL5Edskv2iUOOySm5JFekTTh5Ji/klbxZ79an9WV9T1orVjmzTWaiUv0BLqeyJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5J/tHWP3nj4flZvQq9MQeqTDGls=">AAACTXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VKtt6pLN4NFcCElKYouRRe6VLEqtKFMJift0MmFmRM1hL yKW30b1z6IOxGnbRateuDAz3+ufF4ihUbb/rAqc/MLi9Wl5drK6tr6Rn1z607HqeLQ5rGM1YPHNEgRQRsFSnhIFLDQk3DvDc9H9ftHUFrE0S1mCbgh60ciEJyhsXr1re54R67AL2jWczpDt1dv2E17HPSvcErRIGVc9TatRtePeRpChFwyrTuOnaCbM4WCSyhq3VRDwviQ9aFjZMRC0G4+PlzQPeP4NIiVyQjp2J2eyF modRZ6pjNkONC/ayPzv1onxeDEzUWUpAgRnxwKUkkxpiMS1BcKOMrMCMaVML9SPmCKcTS8Zq48T16t1bo+BAb0BFmYPQ0EQpHfXJwVeevIPihz1Dg17Sk2BCwMVuc3xL/irtV07KZzfdg4PSsBL5Edskv2iUOOySm5JFekTTh5Ji/klbxZ79an9WV9T1orVjmzTWaiUv0BLqeyJg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Wt7yFUD0Yei1tAbHseUhTzJDxKw=">AAACTnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrbVLN4NFcCElEUWXogtdVrGt0IYymZ7YoZMLMydqCH kWt/o2bn0Rd6LTNgu1Hjjw858rnxdLodG2363SwuLS8kp5tbK2vrG5Va1td3SUKA5tHslI3XlMgxQhtFGghLtYAQs8CV1vfDGpdx9AaRGFt5jG4AbsPhS+4AyNNajW+9MdmScTyGkycHpjd1Bt2E17GnReOIVokCJag5rV6A8jngQQIpdM655jx+hmTKHgEvJKP9EQMz5m99AzMmQBaDebXs7pnnGG1I+UyRDp1P05kb FA6zTwTGfAcKT/1ibmf7Vegv6pm4kwThBCPjvkJ5JiRCco6FAo4ChTIxhXwvxK+YgpxtEA+3XlafZqpdIfgm9Iz5gF6eNIIOTZzeV5nh0e2wdFThp/THuKjQFzg9X5C3FedA6bjt10ro8aZ+cF4DLZIbtknzjkhJyRK9IibcJJSp7JC3m13qwP69P6mrWWrGKmTn5FqfwNHGeymQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wt7yFUD0Yei1tAbHseUhTzJDxKw=">AAACTnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrbVLN4NFcCElEUWXogtdVrGt0IYymZ7YoZMLMydqCH kWt/o2bn0Rd6LTNgu1Hjjw858rnxdLodG2363SwuLS8kp5tbK2vrG5Va1td3SUKA5tHslI3XlMgxQhtFGghLtYAQs8CV1vfDGpdx9AaRGFt5jG4AbsPhS+4AyNNajW+9MdmScTyGkycHpjd1Bt2E17GnReOIVokCJag5rV6A8jngQQIpdM655jx+hmTKHgEvJKP9EQMz5m99AzMmQBaDebXs7pnnGG1I+UyRDp1P05kb FA6zTwTGfAcKT/1ibmf7Vegv6pm4kwThBCPjvkJ5JiRCco6FAo4ChTIxhXwvxK+YgpxtEA+3XlafZqpdIfgm9Iz5gF6eNIIOTZzeV5nh0e2wdFThp/THuKjQFzg9X5C3FedA6bjt10ro8aZ+cF4DLZIbtknzjkhJyRK9IibcJJSp7JC3m13qwP69P6mrWWrGKmTn5FqfwNHGeymQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wt7yFUD0Yei1tAbHseUhTzJDxKw=">AAACTnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrbVLN4NFcCElEUWXogtdVrGt0IYymZ7YoZMLMydqCH kWt/o2bn0Rd6LTNgu1Hjjw858rnxdLodG2363SwuLS8kp5tbK2vrG5Va1td3SUKA5tHslI3XlMgxQhtFGghLtYAQs8CV1vfDGpdx9AaRGFt5jG4AbsPhS+4AyNNajW+9MdmScTyGkycHpjd1Bt2E17GnReOIVokCJag5rV6A8jngQQIpdM655jx+hmTKHgEvJKP9EQMz5m99AzMmQBaDebXs7pnnGG1I+UyRDp1P05kb FA6zTwTGfAcKT/1ibmf7Vegv6pm4kwThBCPjvkJ5JiRCco6FAo4ChTIxhXwvxK+YgpxtEA+3XlafZqpdIfgm9Iz5gF6eNIIOTZzeV5nh0e2wdFThp/THuKjQFzg9X5C3FedA6bjt10ro8aZ+cF4DLZIbtknzjkhJyRK9IibcJJSp7JC3m13qwP69P6mrWWrGKmTn5FqfwNHGeymQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wt7yFUD0Yei1tAbHseUhTzJDxKw=">AAACTnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrbVLN4NFcCElEUWXogtdVrGt0IYymZ7YoZMLMydqCH kWt/o2bn0Rd6LTNgu1Hjjw858rnxdLodG2363SwuLS8kp5tbK2vrG5Va1td3SUKA5tHslI3XlMgxQhtFGghLtYAQs8CV1vfDGpdx9AaRGFt5jG4AbsPhS+4AyNNajW+9MdmScTyGkycHpjd1Bt2E17GnReOIVokCJag5rV6A8jngQQIpdM655jx+hmTKHgEvJKP9EQMz5m99AzMmQBaDebXs7pnnGG1I+UyRDp1P05kb FA6zTwTGfAcKT/1ibmf7Vegv6pm4kwThBCPjvkJ5JiRCco6FAo4ChTIxhXwvxK+YgpxtEA+3XlafZqpdIfgm9Iz5gF6eNIIOTZzeV5nh0e2wdFThp/THuKjQFzg9X5C3FedA6bjt10ro8aZ+cF4DLZIbtknzjkhJyRK9IibcJJSp7JC3m13qwP69P6mrWWrGKmTn5FqfwNHGeymQ==</latexit>
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Fig. 1: The 3 components of a decision application: observers, agents, and an executive. These 3 entities communicate over a shared wireless medium.
The executive observes the system through a set of observers and drives it through a set of agents.
‖a‖ is the `2 (Euclidean) norm of a, and aT is its transpose. The identity matrix is denoted by I. The
space of positive semi-definite matrices of dimension L is denoted by SL+. Finally, δ(t) is the Dirac
delta function.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Having introduced the observer-executive-agent abstraction of control and decision processes, we
model the relationship between the observations, actions, and internal state of the system. In the
subsequent section, we use this model to derive state estimators from different observation sequences
and compare their precision.
A. The Executive: Decision Maker and Scheduler
The mathematical framework that will be developed in this paper fits any cellular or standard
infrastructure-based wireless network where the executive oversees the scheduler, and any proprietary
networked control system where the executive can be designed to assume any role. As such, the executive
will fulfill the following roles: decision making (system controller) and scheduling (medium access
controller). The decision making arm of the executive will run as an application layer process on a local
server and assume full command over the executive’s scheduling arm. The decision maker will instruct
the scheduler to clear the medium for observers to send their representative observations one after the
other. The scheduler will receive observation packets and pass them up the stack to the decision maker
that will then determine the appropriate actions to be taken by the agents. It will encapsulate these
actions into packets and pass them down to the scheduler to send them to the agents one after the other.
8B. Decision Cycle
The executive performs four functions in chronological order in every decision cycle. First, it selects
a subset of observations to harvest and determines a time schedule for the exchange of observation
and action packets. Second, it harvests the observations, one observer at a time. Third, it uses these
observations to estimate the current state of the system, decides on the future state and determines
corrective actions to transition to that state. Fourth, it dispatches the actions, one agent at a time. We
assume that all agents apply their actions isochronously at decision cycle boundaries, i.e. simultaneously
and at regular intervals. To apply new actions every cycle, the agents must receive these actions by
the start of every cycle. As different observers may obtain their measurements at different scales or
resolutions, we assume they sample the output of the system periodically but nonuniformly. Harvesting
all observations might not leave enough time in the decision cycle to determine and dispatch actions.
In that scenario, the executive can afford to harvest only a subset of the observations. Accordingly, we
assume that the executive opts to select the set of observations that maximize its knowledge about the
current state of the system. Technically, this is equivalent to minimizing the error between the true state
and that perceived by the executive.
C. Dynamical System
Markov chains and differential (continuous-time) and difference (discrete-time) equations are the most
common models to describe the time evolution of dynamical systems [47]. While a Markov chain defines
how a system evolves organically, a Markov decision process (MDP) includes an agent1 that regularly
decides on the system trajectory based on its history [48]. In this paper, we describe the dynamical
system in state space form, which is a set of first-order differential/difference equations relating the
system state to its inputs and outputs. This allows us to pose the problem of state estimation from
streaming observations as a Kalman filtering problem which is more tractable. We defer the MDP
model to future work.
The executive observes the system through N observers and interacts with it through M agents on
a cycle-by-cycle basis. We define x(t), u(t) and y(t) to be the state, input and output of the system at
time t, and yn(t) the scalar output that is observable by observer n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . We consider a LTI
1In this paper, observers, executives, and agents refer to entities performing logically-distinct functions. In the MDP context, however,
these functions are performed by a single entity: the agent.
9continuous-time dynamical system represented in state-space form as
x′(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + v(t), (1)
y(t) = Cx(t) + w(t), (2)
where x′(t) , dx(t)/dt, A ∈ RS×S is the state transition matrix, B ∈ RS×M is the control/input model,
C ∈ RN×S is the observation/measurement matrix, v(t) ∈ RS is the white Gaussian process uncertainty
with covariance Q(t)δ(t), and w(t) ∈ RN is the white Gaussian observation noise with covariance
R(t)δ(t).
D. Periodic Observations and Actions
We define T be the decision period, i.e. the period of the decision cycle during which the executive
must complete all 4 tasks. We define Tn to be the observation period of observer n, i.e. the period
at which observer n samples yn(t), the output observable by observer n. In a decision cycle, every
observer produces a sequence of one or more observations. These observations do not add information
to one another in the way that a sequence of video packets together construct a video frame. Instead,
they overtake one another like status updates: once the latest update is available, former updates become
obsolete; hence, only the latest observation of an observer that can be transferred should be transferred.
To make the notation more compact, we define the variable y(`)n [k] to be observation ` of observer
n in decision cycle k, and the variable t(`)n [k] to be the timestamp of this observation. The relationship
between these two variables is
y(`)n [k] = yn
(
t(`)n [k]
)
. (3)
The number of sequences the executive can use to form its belief about the state of the system grows
exponentially with the number of observations available in the decision cycle. Allowing for multiple
observations per observer per cycle, the total number of observation sequences is
2
∑N
n=1d TTn e. (4)
If every observer is limited to at most one observation per cycle, the number of observations is at most
2N which is a significant reduction in the size of the search space of observation sequences. Indeed,
we assume that every observer can report at most one representative observation every decision cycle
k. We denote by yn[k] and tn[k] the representative observation of observer n in decision cycle k and
its timestamp. This observation could be defined systematically, arbitrarily, or randomly. An obvious
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Fig. 2: The output of the system yn(t) that is observable by observer n. The observer periodically samples this output to obtain a sequence of observations
{ y(l)n [j] }.
choice for an observer’s representative observation is its last observations in a decision cycle. On the
one hand, the last observation reflects a state closer in time to that at the end of the decision cycle.
On the other hand, sending that observation could leave little time to make a decision on the actions
to be applied at the start of the next cycle. An alternative choice is an observer’s first observation in
a decision cycle. While the first observation reflects a state farther in time from that at the end of the
decision cycle, sending this observation leaves ample time to make a decision and dispatch actions.
Still, this does not fully justify harvesting an observation that reflects an early state of the system
from which the current state may have sufficiently diverged. We shall assume that the state or process
variables that are sampled by the observers do not change substantially over the decision cycle, i.e. the
variables have a “coherence time” less than the decision period. If the process variables that are critical
to decision making accuracy do vary rapidly within a decision cycle, then the choice of the decision
period ought to be reconsidered. If this is not possible, then more bandwidth should be recruited to
allow for on-time delivery of observations produced late into the cycle. With that, we assume that an
observer’s representative observation in a decision cycle is its first observation in that cycle. We group
these representative observations for every cycle k into the observation vector
y[k] =
[
y0[k] y1[k] · · · yN−1[k]
]T
. (5)
An observer’s sampling rate should be chosen by the executive to be commensurate with the observer’s
value. Too small, and the observer and its observations will be considered essential to building the
executive’s cycle-to-cycle belief of the state of the system. Too large, and the observer will be non-
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essential and might as well be dropped. Comparing Tn with T , we can determine the number of
observations in decision cycle kT as well as their timestamps. We distinguish between 3 cases, (a)
Tn = T , (b) Tn ≤ T , and (c) Tn > T . The following proposition gives the timestamp of the first
observation for these three cases.
Proposition 1. When Tn = T , the timestamp of the first observation in cycle k is
t(0)n [k] = (k − 1)T. (6)
When Tn ≤ T ,
t(0)n [k] =
⌈
(k − 1)T
Tn
⌉
Tn. (7)
When Tn > T ,
t(0)n [k] =
⌊
kT
Tn
⌋
Tn (8)
if kT −
⌊
kT
Tn
⌋
Tn ≤ T . Otherwise, observer n produces no observations that cycle.
(9)
Proof. See Appendix B.
The count, order, and identity of observations from any observer in any decision cycle can be
determined offline. In Sec. IV, we will see that an observation’s timestamp plays a critical role in
the executive’s decision to select that observation.
We have described how the sampled observations for observer n, { y(`)n [k] }, are produced from the
continuous-time system outputs { yn(t) }. We now describe how the system inputs are constructed from
the agents’ actions. In real-time control systems, all of the system inputs are refreshed isochronously
at the start of every cycle. Accordingly, we model the continuous-time inputs u(t) as a zero-order hold
(ZOH) of the discrete-time actions u[k]. The ZOH holds the values of the inputs steady for the entire
duration of the decision cycle [49]. Mathematically, u(t) is reconstructed from u[k] as
u(t) = u
[⌊
t
T
⌋]
. (10)
There are four key points to take away from this section. First, an observer produces a different number
of observations in different decision cycles, which depends on the relative values of the observation and
decision periods. Second, every observer can report at most one observation in a decision cycle, which
is that observer’s representative observation for that cycle. Third, the timestamp of every representative
observation in any cycle can be computed offline. Fourth, while observers sample the output of the
system at different rates, actions are applied isochronously at decision cycle boundaries.
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III. STATE ESTIMATION
In this section, we explain how the executive maximizes its belief about the system state from
streaming observations and past actions. We first derive the state transition equations that relate the
state of the system at two different times, and then we use the Bayesian framework to derive the
optimal state estimator used by the executive, i.e. the Kalman filter.
A. State Transition Equations
The relationship between the state of the system at two different time stamps is key to state estimation
at a time of interest from a previous state. The actions that are applied at the decision cycle boundary
(time kT ) should account for the state of the system at that boundary. The reason is that the evolution
of the system beyond time kT is determined by the values of the state and input at time kT (see (1)).
The executive, however, can only use observations produced well ahead of decision cycle boundaries;
it takes time to harvest and process observations and to decide on and dispatch actions. Accordingly,
the executive needs to predict the state at decision cycle boundaries. This prediction entails relating
observations with arbitrary timestamps to the state at cycle boundaries. Let t[k] be an arbitrary time
in cycle k, i.e. (k − 1)T ≤ t[k] ≤ kT . In the next proposition, we express the state at time t[`] as a
function of the state at an earlier time t[k].
Proposition 2 (State transition equation). The state at an arbitrary time t[`] is related to that at an earlier
time t[k] according to the following equation:
x
(
t[`]
)
= Φ
(
t[k], t[`])
)
x(t[k]) + Λ
(
t[k], (k + 1)T, t[`]
)
u[k]
+
`−1∑
j=k+1
Λ
(
jT, (j + 1)T, t[`]
)
u[j]
+ Λ
(
lT, t[`], t[`]
)
u[`] + ν
(
t[k], t[`]
)
,
(11)
where
Φ(s, t) = eA(t−s), (12)
Λ(r, s, t) = A−1eA(t−s)
(
eA(s−r) − I)B, (13)
ν(s, t) =
∫ t
s
eA(t−τ)v(τ)dτ. (14)
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t(k − 1)T kT (`− 1)T `Tt[k] t[`]
(a) Inter-cycle transition
t(k − 1)T kT
(b) Edge-to-edge transition
t(k − 1)T kTt(1)[k] t(2)[k]
(c) Intra-cycle transition
Fig. 3: The state of the system x(t) at an arbitrary time as computed from an earlier state x(s), s < t; 2 special cases are highlighted. In part (a), the
state at a desired time instance is computed from an earlier state in an earlier cycle. In part (b), the state at the cycle’s right edge is compute from the
state at the cycle’s left edge. In part (c), the state is computed from an earlier state in the same cycle.
The matrix Φ(s, t) is known as the state transition matrix between time instances s and t, s ≤ t. The
vector ν(s, t) is Gaussian with a mean of 0 and a covariance
Q
(
t[k], t[`]
)
=
t[`]−t[k]∫
0
eAsQeA
∗sds. (15)
Proof. Similar to Chapter 5 Section 5 of [49].
Due to observation noise and system uncertainty, the executive can only estimate the state of the
system using observations it collects. As the underlying system is linear and observation and system
noise white, it uses a Kalman filter to refine its estimates with streaming observations, which uses (11)
to predict the state an arbitrary time t from an earlier estimate at time s. We look at two special cases:
(1) when the 2 time instances are from the same decision cycle, and (2) when the 2 instances are the
edges of a cycle. We denote these 2 time instances by t(1)[k] and t(2)[k], t(1)[k] ≤ t(2)[k]. In the second
case, the 2 instances are equal to kT and (k + 1)T . For inter-cycle transitions, the state transition
equation reduces to
x
(
t(2)[k]
)
=
Φ
(
t(1)[k], t(2)[k]
)
x
(
t(1)[k]
)
+ Λ
(
t(1)[k], t(2)[k], t(2)[k]
)
u[k] + ν
(
t(1)[k], t(2)[k]
)
.
(16)
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For edge-to-edge transitions, the state transition equation reduces to
x
(
(k + 1)T
)
=
Φ
(
kT, (k + 1)T
)
x
(
kT
)
+ Λ
(
kT, (k + 1)T, (k + 1)T
)
u[k] + ν
(
kT, (k + 1)T
)
.
(17)
Fig. 3 visualizes these three cases.
B. Kalman Filtering with Two Observers
Maximizing the knowledge of the state of the system is equivalent to maximizing the precision of
the state estimator, i.e. minimizing its MSE. For a linear system, the executive uses a Kalman filter to
determine the optimal state estimate from streaming observations. We describe an example that evaluates
different state estimators that rely on different numbers of observations. In this example, we assume that
there are N = 2 observers. These two observers could be a temperature and a pressure sensor, a GPS
and a gyroscope signal, or even a pulse sensor and a blood glucose monitor [50]. Consider an arbitrary
decision cycle k in which the two observers produce an observation each at t1[k] and t2[k], such that
t1[k] ≤ t2[k]. Suppressing the cycle index k and combining (3) and (2), we express the 2 observations
as
y1 = c
T
1x(t1) + e
T
1w(t1)
y2 = c
T
2x(t2) + e
T
2w(t2)
(18)
where cT1 and c
T
2 are the row vectors of the observation matrix C, and e1 and e2 are the standard basis
(column) vectors of the Euclidean plane. For notational simplicity, define r1 and r2 to be the variances
of eT1w(t1) and e
T
2w(t2).
We assess the estimates of x(kT ) from different observation combinations: a) observation 1 only,
b) observation 2 only, c) observations 1 and 2, and d) no observation. To derive these estimates, we
use standard definitions from Kalman filtering: s < t are two time instances; xˆ(t|s) is the predicted (a
priori) state estimate at time t given observations prior to and including time s; xˆ(t|t) is the filtered
(a posteriori) state estimate given observations up to and including time t; P(t|s) is the a priori error
covariance matrix, where the error is difference between the true state and the estimated state; P(t|t)
is the predicted a posteriori covariance matrix; e(t|s) is the variance of innovation at time t, i.e. the
difference between y(t) and its estimate from observations prior to and including time s. Suppose that
a state estimate xˆ(t0|t0) and its error covariance matrix P(t0|t0) are available from an earlier cycle.
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a) Only observation 1 is harvested: The executive chooses to harvest only the observation y1.
Accordingly, the standard Kalman filter (KF) predict and update steps at t1 from prior observations
are
P(t1|t0) = Φ(t0, t1)P(t0|t0)ΦT(t0, t1) + Q(t0, t1) (19)
e(t1|t0) = cT1P(t1|t0)c1 + r1 (20)
P(t1|t1) = P(t1|t0)− 1
e(t1|t0)P(t1|t0)c1c
T
1P(t1|t0). (21)
To characterize how the covariance matrix of the predicted state at time kT is refined by observations
made at earlier times, we define the functions hi, hi,j and gi,j : SL+ → SL+ as
hi(P) , Φ(ti, kT )P ΦT(ti, kT ) + Q(ti, kT ) (22)
hi,j(P) , Φ(ti, tj)P ΦT(ti, tj) + Q(ti, tj) (23)
gi,j(P) , hi,j(P)
(
I− 1
cTj hi,j(P)cj + rj
cjc
T
j hi,j(P)
)
. (24)
The function hi,j computes the covariance matrix of the predicted state at tj from the covariance matrix
P(ti|ti) of the filtered estimate at ti from all observations up to and including ti (a posteriori to a priori).
Setting tj to be the end of the current decision cycle kT , the function hi,j reduces to the function hi.
The function gi,j computes the covariance matrix of the filtered state at tj from the covariance matrix
P(ti|ti) of the filtered estimate at ti from all observations up to and including ti (a posteriori to a
posteriori). We can relate the aposteriori error covariance matrices P(t1|t1) to P(t0|t0) according to
[15] as
P(t1|t1) = g0,1
(
P(t0|t0)
)
, (25)
and P(kT |t1) to P(t1|t1) as
P(kT |t1) = h1
(
P(t1|t1)
)
. (26)
Finally, the estimation mean square error when only observation 1 is used is computed as
MSE(1) = tr (P(kT |t1)) = tr (h1 (g0,1 (P(t0|t0)))) , (27)
where the subscript (1) denotes the 1-tuple (singleton) of the element 1. We use tuples instead of sets
as an index to maintain an order between their elements.
b) Only observation 2 is harvested: When only observation 2 is used is
MSE(2) = tr (P(kT |t2)) = tr (h2 (g0,2 (P(t0|t0)))) . (28)
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c) Both observation 1 and 2 harvested: In this case, there are two KF update steps. The first update
step, at t1, is identical to (19)–(21). The second update step, at time t2, is
P(t2|t1) = Φ(t1, t2)P(t1|t1)ΦT(t1, t2) + Q(t1, t2) (29)
S(t2|t1) = cT2P(t2|t1)c2 + r2 (30)
P(t2|t2) = P(t2|t1)− 1
e(t2|t1)P(t2|t1)c2c
T
2P(t2|t1) (31)
= g1,2
(
g0,1
(
P(t0|t0)
))
. (32)
Using the function composition operator, ◦, the estimation mean square error when both observations
are used is
MSE(1,2) =
(
tr ◦ h2 ◦ g1,2
)(
P(t1|t1)
)
=
(
tr ◦ h2 ◦ g1,2 ◦ g0,1
)(
P(t0|t0)
)
.
(33)
d) No observation is harvested: Since there are no updates, the mean square error is exactly what it
was at time t0, i.e.
MSE∅ = tr
(
h0
(
P(t0|t0)
))
, (34)
where ∅ denotes the empty tuple.
With no constraints limiting the choice of the observation sequence, the executive chooses the one
sequence out of the four with the minimum MSE. This is the optimal observation sequence. For
convenience, we assign variables to the error covariance matrices of the running aposteriori estimates
from different observation sequences
P∅ = P(t0|t0)
P(1) = g0,1(P∅)
P(2) = g0,2(P∅)
P(1,2) = g1,2(P(1)).
(35)
We refer to Ps as the running error covariance matrix from the observation sequence s. In summary,
Fig. 4 visualizes the refinement of the initial covariance matrix P(t0|t0) with anywhere from zero to
two observations. A caveat here is that Fig. 4 shows how the MSEs of the four different estimators is
computed; it does not show how the actual estimates are computed.
We refer to the previous example to highlight two key points in deriving the algorithm that finds the
optimal observation sequence (covered in Sec. V). First, the executive evaluates all possible observation
sequences, (1), (2), (1, 2) and ∅ probabilistically, i.e. without knowing the value of a single observation.
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(a) Use observation 1 only
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P{ 2 }
g0,2 h2
(b) Use observation 2 only
t`T (k − 1)T kT
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P{ 1 }
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P{ 1,2 }
g0,1
g1,2 h2
(c) Use observations 1 and 2
t`T (k − 1)T kT
MSE∅
t0 ≡ t[`]
P∅ ≡ P(t0|t0)
h0
(d) Use no observation
Fig. 4: Evaluating the estimate of x(t) using at most 2 harvested observations. In (a), the estimate at t0 ≡ t[`] is filtered with the observation at t1 to
estimate the state at t1 which is then used to predict the state at kT . To compute the MSE of the estimator using an observation at t1, P∅ is used to
compute P{ 1 }, and then P{ 1 } is used to compute MSE{ 1 } In (b), the observation at t2 is used instead of that at t1. In (c), the estimate at t0 is filtered
with the observation at t1 to estimate the state at t1; then, the estimate at t1 is filtered with the observation at t1 to estimate the state at t2. Finally, the
estimate at t2 is used to predict the state at kT . To compute the MSE of this estimator, P∅ is used to compute P{ 1 }, and P{ 1 } is used to compute
P{ 1,2 }. Finally, P{ 1,2 } is used to compute MSE{ 1,2 } In (d), as the executive harvests no observations, so it uses P∅, the aposteriori covariance matrix
of the state estimate formed at t0 to compute the MSE of the predicted state at kT from that at t0.
Indeed, the Bayesian framework allows for evaluating different estimators without knowing the content
of the very observations that go into these estimators, only their timestamps. Starting with an error
covariance P∅ and given the set of observation timestamps, a number of deterministic functions are
applied to evaluate the MSE for all observation sequences. The sequence that yields the smallest MSE
is deemed optimal. Second, keeping track of the running covariance matrix for an observation sequence
provides a computational speedup when computing the MSE for a longer sequence. The MSE for an
observation sequence, e.g. { 1, 2, 3 }, cannot be computed from that of its longest prefix, i.e. { 1, 2 }, but
rather from the running covariance matrix of that prefix. Consider for example MSE{ 1 } and MSE{ 1,2 }
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given as
MSE(1) =
(
tr ◦ h1 ◦ g0,1
)(
P∅
)
, (36)
MSE(1,2) =
(
tr ◦ h2 ◦ g1,2 ◦ g0,1
)(
P∅
)
. (37)
As the functions h2, g1,2 and g0,1 are not commutative (also, h1 and g0,1) and the trace operation
lossy, there is no clear relationship between the two MSEs. There is, however, a relationship between
MSE{ 1,2 }, P{ 1,2 }, and P{ 1 }:
P{ 1,2 } = g1,2
(
P{ 1 }
)
, (38)
MSE(1,2) =
(
tr ◦ h2 ◦ g1,2
)(
P{ 1 }
)
. (39)
By keeping track of the running covariance matrix for every observation sequence, the MSE for any
desired sequence can be quickly computed from the running covariance matrix for its longest prefix.
IV. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section, we define the objective function through which the executive selects the optimal
observation sequence and derive the expression for the constraint that limits this selection.
A. Channel and Medium Access Models
We make a number of assumptions on the channel, medium access, and scheduling models for the
purpose of analytical tractability. We assume that all observer-executive and executive-agent channels are
block fading wireless channels with coherence times equal to the decision cycle period. Since the channel
state determines the transmission rate and airtime (transmission time), these two quantities change every
cycle as well. We assume that the executive has perfect knowledge of all the channels in every cycle and
of the sizes of the observation and action payloads. In practice, this can be accomplished by prepending
the observation and action packets by pilot sequences for the purpose of channel estimation.
At the start of every decision cycle, we assume the executive solves an optimization problem for the
optimal observation sequence. Without loss of generality, we look at an arbitrary decision cycle with
L representative observations available for harvesting, one per observer. As observation timestamps are
known offline (see Sec. II), we define { t` }L`=1 to be the timestamps of the representative observations
of the L observers. We suppress the dependence of these timestamps, and other variables to come, on
the decision cycle index k. We define {O` }L`=1 and {Am }Mm=1 to be the airtimes for transmitting the
observations and actions. We assume that the observations are transmitted on a FCFS basis with no
preemption. We also assume that the actions are transmitted once the observations are received. We do
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not specify a service policy for transmitting actions, but we assume that there are no breaks between
these transmissions. To distinguish the order of observations from their identities while maintaining
notational clarity, we order the set of observation timestamps { t` }L`=1 in any given cycle into the set
{ o` }L`=1 so that
o1 = min { t1, . . . , tN }
o` = min { t1, . . . , tN } \ { o1, . . . , o`−1 } .
(40)
Similar to Sec. III, we define o0 = t0 to be the timestamp of the latest observation from a prior decision
cycle.
B. Constrained Selection
Every decision cycle, the executive solves an optimization problem whose outcome is an observation
sequence that maximizes its knowledge of the current state of the system. What constrains the executive’s
choice of such a sequence is the limited time window in which it has to execute all of its functions:
receiving observation packets, estimating the current state of the system, determining corrective actions,
and transmitting action packets. Therefore, the executive can only harvest the observations that leave
ample time to perform the remaining functions. In Sec. III, we looked at an example that derives the MSE
of different state estimates from all possible observation sequences. Now, we derive the expression for
the constraint that limits the choice of the optimal observation sequence. We first derive the constraint for
when there are L = 3 representative observations. We later rederive the constraint when L is arbitrary.
When 3 observations are available, there are a total of 23 = 8 possible choices with running error
covariance matrices
P∅ = P(o0 | o0),
P(1) = g0,1 (P∅), P(2) = g0,2 (P∅), P(3) = g0,3 (P∅),
P(1,2) = g0,1 ◦ g1,2 (P∅), P(1,3) = g0,1 ◦ g1,3 (P∅), P(2,3) = g0,2 ◦ g2,3 (P∅),
P(1,2,3) = g0,1 ◦ g1,2 ◦ g2,3 (P∅).
We consider two constraints jointly: a latency constraint and a dependency constraint. According
to the latency constraint, the observations and actions shall be exchanged by the end of the decision
cycle. According to the dependency constraint, the actions shall be dispatched only after the selected
observations are received, reflecting the assumption that every action is calculated as a function of all
observation. In future work, we will relax this assumption by letting every action be a function of as
little as one observation. Accordingly, an action can be dispatched over the shared wireless channel as
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soon as its influencing observations are harvested. If observations are sufficiently spaced apart so that
their airtimes are nonoverlapping, then dispatching actions would fill in these gaps and increase channel
utilization.
Any observation sequence selected by the executive should satisfy the latency and dependency
constraints. Suppose that the sequence s = (1, 2, 3) has already been selected by the executive for
harvesting. We define d`, 1 ≤ ` ≤ 3, to be the timestamp when the observation originating at o` is
completely transmitted. Since observations are transmitted in order of availability, the timestamps d1,
d2, and d3 are related as
d1 = o1 +O1
d2 = max { o2 +O2, d1 +O2 }
d3 = max { o3 +O3, d2 +O3 } .
(41)
In the best-case scenario, d` = o` +O` if o` is available when no prior observation is being harvested.
In the worst-case scenario, d` = o1 + O1 + · · · + O` if o` is produced while o1 is being harvested; o`
has to wait for all prior observations to be harvested. In all cases, d3 is the time when all observations
are harvested and ready to be processed. We refer to d3 as the end-of-harvest time. Fig. 5 shows time
diagrams depicting a range of scenarios for harvesting (1, 2, 3). Every observation is produced at the
same time across all 3 diagrams but has a varying airtime. In Fig. 5a, observations are sufficiently spaced
apart and their airtimes sufficiently short so that every observation is harvested as soon as it is produced.
All 3 observations are harvested at d3 = o3 + O3. In Fig. 5b, o2 blocks o3, so d3 = o2 + O2 + O3.
In Fig. 5c, there is a domino effect: o1 blocks o2, and o2 blocks o3; consequently, o2 and o3 have to
wait and d3 = o1 +O1 +O2 +O3. The values of { on } and {On } are known to the executive prior to
selection, so it can compute an expression for d2 and d3 as follows
d2 =
o2 +O2 if o2 > d1,o1 +O1 +O2 if o2 ≤ d1. (42)
d3 =

o3 +O3 if o3 > d2,
o2 +O2 +O2 if o3 ≤ d2 and o2 > d1,
o1 +O1 +O2 +O3 if o3 ≤ d2 and o2 ≤ d1.
(43)
The variables d2 and d3 can be expressed in a form that is agnostic of the different scenarios of Fig. 5
as
d2 = max { o2 +O2, o1 +O1 +O2 }
d3 = max { o3 +O3, o2 +O2 +O3, o1 +O1 +O2 +O3 } .
(44)
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We have just determined the time it takes to harvest the observation sequence. The remaining time in
the decision cycle is dedicated to dispatching the actions. As the actions are dispatched back-to-back,
the constraint finally is
d3 +
M∑
m=1
Am < T. (45)
The end-of-harvest time d3 assumes that (1, 2, 3) has been already selected for harvesting, so the
resulting constraint is tailored to that particular observation sequence. This defeats the purpose for
having a constraint which is steering the selection process. While o` is known to the executive prior to
running the selection process, d` is determined one observation at a time through the selection process.
We thus express d|s| for an arbitrary observation sequence s through the mapping s 7→ d|s| as follows
∅ 7→ 0
(1) 7→ max { 0, o1 +O1 }
(2) 7→ max { 0, o2 +O2 }
(3) 7→ max { 0, o3 +O3 }
(1, 2) 7→ max { 0, o2 +O2, o1 +O1 +O2 }
(1, 3) 7→ max { 0, o3 +O3, o1 +O1 +O3 }
(2, 3) 7→ max { 0, o3 +O3, o2 +O2 +O3 }
(1, 2, 3) 7→ max { 0, o3 +O3, o2 +O2 +O3, o1 +O1 +O2 +O3 } .
(46)
With the end-of-harvest time redefined, an arbitrary sequence s must satisfy the constraint
d|s| +
M∑
m=1
Am < T. (47)
C. Objective Function and Constraint
We generalize both the objective function, which is the estimation MSE, and the constraint to an
arbitrary number of representative observations L.
Given that the running error covariance matrix of the latest estimate xˆ(o0|o0) is P∅, the executive’s
objective is to select the observation sequence s ∈ P (1, 2, . . . , L) that minimizes the estimation MSE
MSEs(P∅) = tr ◦ hs−1 ◦ gs−2,s−1 ◦ · · · ◦ gs1,s2 ◦ g0,s1 (P∅). (48)
The end-of-harvest time ds of an arbitrary observation sequence s should satisfy
d|s| +
M∑
m=1
Am < T, (49)
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Fig. 5: Three different scenarios for three observations. Observation i is produced by the observer at oi and received by the executive at di; it requires
Oi time units to be transmitted. A downward-pointing indicates the time an observation is produced. An upward-pointing arrow indicates the time an
observation is received by the executive. Observations are transmitted on a FCFS basis, and transmissions are scheduled upon observation availability as
long as no other transmission is in progress. In Fig. 5a, every observation is produced and fully transmitted before the next observation is produced. In
Fig. 5b, o2 completes transmission after o3 is produced. In Fig. 5c, o1 completes transmission after o2 is produced, and o2 completes transmission after
o3 is produced.
which is equivalent to
max
s1≤i≤s|s|
oi + |s|∑
j=i
Oj
 < T − M∑
m=1
Am. (50)
We define the shorthand variable B = T −∑Mm=1Am to be the harvesting budget. The sequence s is
schedulable only if d|s| < B, and non-schedulable otherwise. As the executive knows { o` } offline and
{O` } at the start of every decision cycle, it can verify whether an observation sequence satisfies the
constraint.
In short, OSP is the following constrained minimization problem:
s∗ = arg min
s∈P(1,2,...,L)
MSEs(P∅) = arg min
s∈P(1,2,...,L)
tr ◦ hs−1 ◦ gs−2,s−1 ◦ · · · ◦ gs1,s2 ◦ g0,s1 (P∅) (51)
such that
max
s1≤i≤s|s|
oi + |s|∑
j=i
Oj
 < B. (52)
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V. BRANCH-AND-BOUND ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm to optimally but efficiently solve
OSP. A B&B algorithm is a brute-force algorithm that systematically iterates over the search space
and eliminates invalid solutions. For our problem, the search space is the set of observations sequences
P (1, 2, . . . , L). An invalid solution is a non-schedulable observation sequence s: a sequence of obser-
vations that cannot be transmitted by the hard delivery deadline. Every decision cycle, the executive
runs this algorithm to determine the sequence of observations that maximizes its belief about the state
of the system.
We represent the solution space as a subset forest of trees as shown in Fig. 6. Tree nodes are tagged
with an observation oi, i = 1, . . . , L. Every node maps to a unique observations sequence: This sequence
is determined by following the path from the root of the tree down to that node. For example, the node
marked with o5 in Fig. 6 maps to the sequence (1, 3, 4, 5), a shorthand for (o1, o3, o4, o5). As every
internal node (non-leaf node) has child nodes, every sequence of observations is the prefix of another,
longer sequence. If the shorter of these two sequences is deemed non-schedulable, then the longer of
the two is automatically deemed non-schedulable. Accordingly, every tree in the forest can be pruned
and the search space reduced by discarding sequences prefixed by non-schedulable sequences. We now
describe the algorithm.
a) Order of sequence evaluation: To eliminate potential non-schedulable observation sequences, our
algorithm tests sequences of every tree from top to bottom. Additionally, we choose to traverse the trees
in the order shown in Fig. 6, i.e. from left to right.
b) Choosing the first observation: The algorithm creates a sequence containing only o1, the earliest
observation, if it deems the sequence (1) schedulable; otherwise, it determines that the first tree contains
no schedulable sequence and thus no solution. It moves to subsequent trees and repeats the process. If
(1) is indeed schedulable, it computes the running covariance matrix P(1) followed by MSE(1).
c) Choosing the second observation: The algorithm then tries to append the earliest observation ok2
to the existing sequence (k1) as long as (k1, k2) is schedulable. Once the algorithm finds such an ok2 ,
it computes the running covariance matrix P(k1,k2) from P(k1) and MSE(k1,k2) from P(k1,k2).
d) Appending subsequent observations: The algorithm continues appending subsequent observations
to a running sequence as long as the constraint in (49) remains satisfied. At every step, it computes
both the running covariance matrix and the MSE. It compares this MSE to the least encountered MSE
so far, updating the best encountered sequence if the former MSE is less than the latter.
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Fig. 6: The subset forest for L = 5 representative observations has a total of 32 observation sequences. The algorithm finds the optimal observation sequence
by searching the forest for a schedulable sequence with the least MSE. Every node maps to a unique observation sequence determined by following the
path from the root of the tree down to that node. For example, the node marked with o5 maps to the sequence (1, 3, 4, 5), a shorthand for (o1, o3, o4, o5).
Extending an already nonschedulable sequence does not make for a schedulable one. For example, suppose that (1, 2, 3), marked in red, is invalid, then so
are (1, 2, 3, 4), (1, 2, 3, 5), and (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Other paths, however, like (1, 2, 4) and (1, 2, 4, 5) are not necessarily invalid and may yield a lower MSE.
e) Pruning the search space: If adding an observation oi to a sequence s violates the constraint, then
appending any sequence of observations that starts with oi will also violate constraint. Accordingly,
the algorithm ignores sequences that start with (s, i). Note that appending oj , j > i, may not violate
the constraint if Oj < Oi. In that case, the algorithm continues adding observations past oj until the
constraint is violated.
f) Termination: Once the algorithm has examined all sequences in a tree, it moves on to sequences
in the next tree and repeats the same procedure. Once the algorithm has examined all all tree, it selects
the observation sequence with the least MSE.
g) Complexity: The algorithm has to explore the entire search space to decide on the optimal observa-
tion sequence. Accordingly, the algorithm has to try all 2L possibilities, including the null sequence, so its
complexity is exponential in the number of observations, i.e. O(2L). The complexity is also exponential
in the number of observers, i.e. O(2N), because every observer is limited to a single representative
observation per decision cycle.
h) Pseudocode: We formalize the previous description into the recursive algorithm implemented by
the function SEARCH(j, d, X , s). The parameters of the algorithm are the next candidate observation
index j, the running end-of-harvest time d, the running aposteriori covariance matrix X of the latest
observation, and the running observation sequence. To run through all sequences starting at with any
observation, a function SEARCHBF(P∅) successively calls the function SEARCH(j, 0, P∅, ∅) is called
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for all 1 ≤ j ≤ L, and select the sequence with the least MSE. SEARCHBF has a straight forward
implementation which we skip to save space.
function SEARCH(j, d, X, s)
if i = 1 or oi > d then
d← oj +Oj
else
d← d+Oj
end if
if d > B then
return (X, s)
end if
i← s−1
X∗ ← X
P∗ ← hi(X)
s∗ ← s
for j + 1 ≤ k ≤ L do
(X, s) = SEARCH(k, d, gi,j(X), (s, j))
l← s−1
if tr (hk(X)) ≤ tr (P∗) then
X∗ ← X
P∗ ← hk(X)
s∗ ← s
end if
end for
return (X, s)
end function
While the proposed B&B algorithm is optimal, it has exponential complexity and does not scale well
with the number of observers. Therefore, an approximation algorithm with reasonable time complexity
is warranted. We devise a greedy algorithm to solve the problem, albeit suboptimally. The greedy
algorithm lines up the observations in chronological order, o1, . . . , oL, and attempts to schedule them
one after the other. The algorithm first determines the first observations oi such that the sequence (i)
is schedulable. Next, it finds the first observation oj it encounters such that the new sequence (i, j) is
schedulable. The following examples shows why this algorithm is suboptimal. Suppose that the two
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observations that come in time after oi are oj and then ok. The algorithm evaluates the sequence (i, j),
as long as its schedule, before evaluating the sequence (i, k), although the latter might yield a smaller
MSE.
Our greedy algorithm resembles first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheduling, with the added subtlety that
observations that are known not to make the deadline are not scheduled in the first place. In Sec. VI,
we use the greedy algorithm as a baseline for evaluating the B&B algorithm.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, we solve OSP for the LTI system determined by the matrices
A =

−10.0 1.0 0
−0.02 −2.0 156.3
0 0 −1000
 , B =

0
0
64
 . (53)
The decision period is T = 0.01. For the system uncertainty matrix, we use Q = 10−2I. We use two
observation matrices
C1 =

1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

T
(54)
and
C2 =

−0.684 −0.684 0.504 0.504 2.180 2.180
0.763 0.763 0.765 0.765 −0.554 −0.554
0.144 0.144 0.532 0.532 −0.632 −0.632

T
. (55)
Note that in both matrices, consecutive rows are identical, i.e. every pair of observers are correlated.
In the second observation matrix, C2, the even rows are realizations of Gaussian vectors. As for the
observation noise, we use a diagonal covariance R matrix parameterized by σ20 = 10
−2 and σ21 = 1. We
use a bit string as a subscript for R to indicate the observers with low noise, i.e. a noise variance of σ20 ,
and those with high noise, i.e. a noise variance of σ21 . The objective behind using multiple observation
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Fig. 7: The true state (in black), its estimate from observations produced every Tn = 0.003 (in blue), and the estimate from observations produced every
Tn = 0.053.
and observation noise covariance matrices is identifying the effect of the observation model and noise
on the choice of optimal observation sequence; for example,
R010000 =

σ20 0 0 0 0 0
0 σ21 0 0 0 0
0 0 σ20 0 0 0
0 0 0 σ20 0 0
0 0 0 0 σ20 0
0 0 0 0 0 σ20

. (56)
a) Estimate quality improves with observation rate: We verify the intuition that the frequency of
observations improves the quality of the estimate. In Fig. 7, we plot the evolution of true system state
with time as well as two state estimates obtained from observations produced at different rates: once
every 0.003 and once every 0.053. When the observation period is short, estimation from incoherent
observations tracks true state. When the observation period is long, estimation will be mostly prediction
in cycles when no observations are available. For this particular experiment, we have used the observation
matrix C2 and the observation noise matrix R000000.
b) Performance spread between optimal and greedy algorithms depends on wireless channel
quality: We plot the true system state, its estimates using optimal algorithm, and the estimate using the
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(a) Optimal outperforms greedy
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Fig. 8: The true state (in blue) and its estimate obtained through the optimal algorithm (solid blue) and the greedy algorithm (dashed blue). In Fig. 8a, the
optimal algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm. In Fig. 8b, the estimates of the two algorithms track the true state almost identically.
greedy algorithm; we consider two scenarios. In Fig. 8a, the optimal algorithm outperforms the greedy
algorithm. This occurs when early observations require long airtimes or when early observations are
noisy. In Fig. 8b, the two algorithms perform similarly. This occurs when early observations require
short airtimes or when early observations have little noise. For this particular experiment, we have used
the observation matrix C2 and the observation noise matrix R000000.
c) Executive discards noisy observation when observability is limited: We conduct an experiment
with the following setup: 1) There are 6 observers, 2) the number of harvested observations to 4 out
of 6, 3) every pair of observers are correlated, i.e. c0 = c1, c2 = c3 and c4 = c5, and 4) 1 out of
6 observers is blacked-out, i.e. it has an observation noise variance of σ21 while the rest have a noise
variance of σ20  σ21 . Under this setup, we should expect that the executive polls the observers with
less noisy observations. Indeed, the pie charts of Fig. 9 show that when 4 out of 6 observations can be
harvested, the noisy observation is consistently discarded.
d) When selection is unconstrained, all observations are harvested: We investigate whether the use
of more observations to build the estimate reduces its error. While this is reminiscent of the information
theoretic dogma that information can’t hurt [51], (48) does not prove or disprove. According to the
pie chart Fig. 9, we observe that this is in fact true. When the selection is unconstrained, that is when
there is ample time to harvest as many observations as needed, the executive selects all observations.
In other words, the observation sequence that maximizes the executive’s belief about the state of the
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Fig. 9: When only 4 out of 6 observations can be harvested, the executive consistently excludes the most noisy one. For the pie chart on the left, observer
0 is blacked out, i.e. the observation noise matrix R = R100000. For the chart in the middle, observer 2 is blacked out. For the chart on the right, observer
4 is blacked out.
system includes all observations. For this pie chart, we used C = C1 and R = R000000, but the results
hold for an arbitrary choice of C and R.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a framework that abstracts away the context around different control
and multistage decision processes by using a common mathematical model to formulate and solve OSP
that the executive solves to schedule the observations that maximize its belief about the state of the
system. First, we derived novel Kalman filter equations to predict the state of an LTI system at decision
cycle boundaries from scalar observations produced at different resolutions. Second, we designed a
branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm to optimally solve the observer selection problem that systematically
iterates over observation sequences. Our numerical simulations showed that the executive selects all
observations when there is no limit on the number of observations to be harvested, which suggests that
more observations make for a more precise state estimate. With that, OSP bears resemblance to the
knapsack problem, whose objective is to select a number of items to maximize the total value while
meeting a weight limit. While the knapsack problem is a combinatorial optimization problem, it has an
efficient dynamic programming solution that could inspire a similar solution to OSP.
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APPENDIX A
The derivation presented in this appendix mimics the discretization of continuous-time state-space
equations in [49, Chap. 5]. The state of the system at time t[l] is
x(t[l]) = eAt[l]x(0) +
t[l]∫
0
eA(t[l]−τ)Bu(τ)dτ +
t[l]∫
0
eA(t[l]−τ)v(τ)dτ (57)
= eA(t[l]−t[k])
eAt[k]x(0) + t[k]∫
0
eA(t[k]−τ)Bu(τ)dτ +
t[k]∫
0
eA(t[k]−τ)v(τ)dτ

+
t[l]∫
t[k]
eA(t[l]−τ)Bu(τ)dτ +
t[l]∫
t[k]
eA(t[l]−τ)v(τ)dτ.
(58)
= eA(t[l]−t[k])x(t[k]) +
t[l]∫
t[k]
eA(t[l]−τ)Bu(τ)dτ +
t[l]∫
t[k]
eA(t[l]−τ)v(τ)dτ. (59)
Assuming, u(t) = u[k] when kT ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)T , the middle integral of (59) becomes
t[l]∫
t[k]
eA(t[l]−τ)Bu(τ)dτ =
(k+1)T∫
t[k]
eA(t[l]−τ)Bu[k]dτ +
l−1∑
j=k+1
(j+1)T∫
jT
eA(t[l]−τ)Bu[j]dτ +
t[l]∫
lT
eA(t[l]−τ)Bu[l]dτ,
(60)
which leads to the desired expression after a change of variables s = t[l]− τ .
Assuming v(t) ∼ N (0,Qδ(t)), the third integral of (59) will be distributed according toN (0,Q(t[k], t[l])),
where
Q(t[k], t[l]) = E
[∫ t[l]
t[k]
eA(t[l]−τ)v(τ)dτ
]2
=
t[l]−t[k]∫
0
eAsQeA
∗sds, (61)
which is a standard result.
APPENDIX B
First, if Tn = T , observer n produces exactly one observation every decision cycle at its very
beginning. Second, if Tn > T , then a cycle will contain either one observation from observer n or
none. To determine whether cycle k has an observation, we compute the offset δn[k] between the kth
decision cycle and the latest observation cycle. While bkT/Tnc specifies how many observation cycles
have elapsed by the end of decision cycle k, δn[k] specifies the remainder of this division. Accordingly,
we express δn[k] as
δn[k] = kT (mod Tn) = kT −
⌊
kT
Tn
⌋
Tn. (62)
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If δn[k] ≤ T , then decision cycle k contains exactly one observation at time kT − δn[k]; otherwise, it
contains none. The third and final case to consider is Tn < T . In this case, every decision cycle contains
at least one observation. The last observation in decision cycle k will be produced at time kT − δn[k].
To determine the timestamp of the first observation, we solve the following equation for the largest
integer m:
kT − δn[k]−mTn ≥ (k − 1)T, (63)
where the quantity of the left hand side of the inequality gives the timestamp of the first observation.
Rearranging terms, we have
m ≤ δn[k]− T
Tn
. (64)
Since we are solving for the largest m,
m =
⌊
δn[k]− T
Tn
⌋
. (65)
Writing δn[k] explicitly, and noting the idempotence of the floor operation,
m =
⌊
kT
Tn
⌋
−
⌈
(k − 1)T
Tn
⌉
. (66)
The first observation is thus
t(0)n [k] = kT − δn[k]−mTn
=
⌈
(k − 1)T
Tn
⌉
Tn.
(67)
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